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ABSTRACT
This thesis is an analysis of the process for reviewing the design
proposals submitted for the rehabilitation of Fidelis Way. Fidelis is
a state-assisted Boston Housing Authority (BHA) managed public housing
development in Brighton, Massachusetts, slated for substantial rehabilitation in 1982. The process for reviewing the design proposals is parti(1) the review involved an indepencularly interesting for two reasons:
dent evaluation of the proposals by the residents of Fidelis Way; and
(2) the evaluation groups for the Housing Authority and for Fidelis each
selected the same developer-architect team. Given the history of opposition between housing authorities and the people they house, the agreement
between the BHA and the tenants is significant.
This paper asks how the two evaluation bodies came to agree in their
choice of a developer-architect team. This question is posed within the
framework of the rehabilitation process in an attempt to develop guidelines for citizen participation in similar design review processes. To
effectively explore the Fidelis Way process as a case study for developing
(1) the historical
such guidelines, the thesis discusses six issues:
context of public housing design as a basis for establishing the context
of the Fidelis review process; (2) the provisions and the role of the
Commonwealth Developer's Kit; (3) the structure of each groups' review
process; and (4) a review of the features of eachof:the design proposals;
(5) the evaluations of the Commonwealth Tenants Association (CTA) and
the BHA; and (6) the Fidelis process as a case study highlighting some
of the benefits and problems of community participation.
Although the citizen participation process was not flawless, I feel
that it was successful because the tenants felt it was successful. This
success can be attributed to several things. First of all, the tenants
the restoration of Fidelis Way for
and the BHA planner had advocated
over three years, and the tenants trusted the planner, creating the basis
for positive interactions. Because the tenants and the planner worked
together on behalf of the rehabilitation of Fidelis, the realization of
With a trusted "comrade" as
this goal further served to bond the two.
part of the BHA, the Authority was viewed as less of an adversary.
Secondly, HUD regulations and the Fidelis structure imposed certain
design constraints. This meant that those aspects of the design that
were affected by these constraints were non-negotiable by either party,
imposing a set of limitations that had to be accepted by both the BHA
and the CTA. Finally, residents were allowed to conduct an independent
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review of the designs. The findings from their evaluation would be considered in conjunction with those of the BRA. This gave the residents an
additional sense of empowerment. While some of the factors contributing
to the success of tenant participation are unique to Fidelis Way, others
are not. Nevertheless, the experience at Fidelis Way is useful for other
endeavors in citizen participation in design.

Thesis Supervisor:
Title:

Professor Tunney F. Lee

Associate Professor of Urban Design
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INTRODUCTION

Commonwealth is a state-assisted, low income housing development
managed by the Boston Housing Authority

(BHA).

It is located in the

Brighton section of Boston, and is presently slated for substantial rehabilitation using federal public housing development funds.

The primary

objective of this thesis is to present tenant involvement in rehabilitation at Commonwealth as a case study for involving people in design
review processes.

To successfully do this, I will engage in a step by

step presentation of the process.

The Commonwealth model of involvement

will be presented and critiqued; the drawings submitted will be reviewed;
and I will analyze the nature of resident participation in the proposal
review process.

This analysis will enable me to present some of the

key issues surrounding citizen participation in design efforts.
Sherry Arnstein identifies eight "degrees of citizen participation" -manipulation,

therapy,

delegated power,

informing,

consultation, placation, partnership,

and citizen control.

Ms.

Arnsteinwas the former Chief

Advisor on Citizen Participation for Model Cities.

In her typology she

characterized manipulation and therapy as nonparticipation.

Manipulation

is defined as rubberstamping; and therapy is used when program administrators perceive powerlessness as a form of "mental illness."
consultation, andplacation are "degrees of tokenism."

In

Informing,

instances where

administrators feel they must inform community members of their rights,
responsibilities, and options, the informing mode of participation is
evidenced.

Consultation is opinion gathering.

Placation as participa-

tion occurs when a few token community members are placed on boards and
are vulnerable to being consistently outvoted.

8

In general citizens (involved in the Model Cities
Program) found it impossible to have a significant
impact in the comprehensive planning which went on.
In most cases the staff planners of the City Demonstration Agency (CDA) and the planners of existing
agencies carried out the actual planning, with
citizens having the peripheral role of watchdog
and, ultimately, the "rubber stamp" of the plan
generated. In cases where citizens had direct
responsibility for generating program plans, the
time period allowed and the independent technical
resources made available to them were not adequate
to allow them to do anything more than generate
very traditional approaches to the problems they
were attempting to solve.1
Partnership, delegated power, and citizen control were considered
degrees of citizen power.

Partnership is characterized by shared plan-

ning and decision-making responsibility.

Only 15 of the 75 "first

generation" cities in the Model Cities program reached this point,
14 of those alliances were the result of citizen demands.

Delegation is

the assignment of citizen planning responsibilities to citizen groups.
Due to the role of the CDA, citizen control as a mode of participation
2
was not possible through the Model Cities program.
Although Ms. Arnstein's "ladder of citizen participation" was in
direct reference ot the Model Cities Program, it has become the typology
for participatory efforts.

She further identifies trusted technical

assistance, independence for citizen groups, veto power over plans, a
budget for participation, expenses, and technical assistance, and an
immediate response to visible citizen concerns as some of the critical
3
elements of genuine participation.

Many of the elements Ms. Arnstein identified as crucial to positive
participation were apparent at Commonwealth.
review body.

Residents acted as a

Although no formal contract specifying their responsibili-

ties and power was drawn up, it was understood that tenants would be
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involved in all phases of redevelopment.

They provided their input and

negotiated with the BHA around certain issues, e.g., resident employment.
In addition, the Commonwealth Tenants Association (CTA) conducted an
independent review of the proposals using funds designated for

them by

the Commonwealth Housing and Health Improvement Program to employ a
consultant

they could trust.

The Authority respected resident views,

and as evidenced by the CTA's independent review and their ability to
affect the decision-making process, they were accepted as participants
in the redevelopment process.
Description of Commonwealth and the Surrounding Area
The Surrounding Area
Commonwealth (also known as Fidelis) was built in 1950 as state
veterans' housing.

It now houses low income families.

The development

is located in the Brighton section of Boston and is bounded by Commonwealth Avenue to the south (the Brookline-Boston border), Washington
Street to the west, the Passionate Father's Monastery to the north, and
Hospital Road to the east.

Brighton is a relatively stable area popu-

lated by long-time residents and students attending the nearby colleges;
Brookline is a Boston suburb with a fairly high concentration of middle
income professionals.

As of 1976, the median family income in Brighton

Twelve and a half percent of the community was
4
minority and 74 percent of the residents were renters.

was $13,300 per year.

The area immediately surrounding Fidelis provides a number of
amenities (see map on next page).

With an MBTA Green Line rail stop

right outside the development at Commonwealth and Washington, transportation is readily accessable.
and Commonwealth.

In addition, buses run along Washington

There are a number of hospitals, schools, recreational

FH

0

from the BHA State of the Development Report
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facilities, small-scale commercial businesses, and social service agencies in the immediate area.

A "social amenity" of Brighton is its

relative freedom from racial tension.

This is a key point given the

nature of racial hostility in Boston and the racial composition of
Fidelis; as of 1979, Commonwealth's population was 47 percent white,
5
28 percent Black, and 25 percent Latin.

The Commonwealth Development
The development houses a total of 648 units - 72 one-bedroom,
two-bedroom, 198 three-bedroom, and 42 four-bedroom units.

Thirteen

buildings are located on the site (see map on the next page).
these buildings are six stories.

336

Seven of

Each of these structures is comprised

of two adjoining buildings, with separate corridor systems, elevators,
and entrances.

In each building there are five units per floor, a total

of ten units per floor for each structure.

Each midrise is bounded by

parking on one side and a public area on the other.
are six three-story walk-ups.

In addition, there

Each is a chain of two or more independent

buildings, some with twenty-four units and others with forty-eight.
Buildings are L-shaped and have a single stairwell serving four units
with a single entrance.6
Rehabilitation Participants
The thesis concentrates on three actors, the BHA,

the tenants as

represented by the Commonwealth Tenants Association, Inc. (CTA), and the
architect-developer teams.

The BHA provided the monetary and administra-

tive vehicles for the rehabilitation of Fidelis and will monitor and administer the rehabilitation process.

The CTA acted as a review board.

They reviewed the Developer's Kit and provided input where possible.
In addition, the CTA was a viable part of the selection of the architect-
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developer teams via their separate review of the proposals and their
participation on the final selection committee.

I view the rehabilitation

as a joint effort between the BEA and the CTA --

the BHA administered

redevelopment and the CTA provided input that was incorporated into the
The architect-developer teams were the mecha-

decision-making process.

nisms through which rehabilitation would be realized.

Hence, the selec-

tion of a team was critical to the success of the project.

Each of these

groups played a major role in the realization of Commonwealth's rehabilitation.
The Rehabilitation Process
The rehabilitation process can be viewed as a seven stage process -advocacy, programming, proposal evaluation and developer selection, preconstruction planning, construction, rent-up, and occupancy and management.

Advocacy was that stage of rehabilitation where the CTA and the

Redevelopment Director, Pamela Goodman, joined forces to promote Commonwealth's redevelopment.

This stage was actively pursued during 1978.

At that time, the Monastery Hill Planning Task Force

(MHPTF) was formed

in response to the planned development of Monastery Hill.

This was used

as a forum by the Fidelis residents to advocate the redevelopment of
Commonwealth.

The second stage --

programming --

involved the prepara-

tion of the Developer's Kit which contained the specifications for rehabilitation.

The Developer's Kit was reviewed by the residents, who

provided input where possible.

When completed, the kit was advertised

requesting proposals from qualified developer-architect teams.

It was

then distributed to those architect-developer teams who responded to the
BHA's invitation for proposals for the rehabilitation contract.

In re-

sponse to the request for proposals, six teams submitted proposals for
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Of these six, one team would be selected by Commonwealth

consideration.

tenants and the BHA.
The turnkey technique was selected as the method for rehabilitating
Commonwealth.

Under the turnkey process, the BHA conveys the buildings

to be rehabilitated over to the developer.

The developer is responsible

for rehabilitating the project to Housing Authority specifications and
then turning the completed units over to the Authority at a prenegotiated
price.

The turnkey approach speeds up the development process by

avoiding time-consuming bureaucratic procedures.
When introduced nationwide,

the turnkey method of construction

caught on rapidly; the public sector was relieved of the responsibility
of redevelopment.

However, as there are with all such processes, the

turnkey technique has both supporters and critics.

Many turnkey sutppor-

ters maintain that the private sector can realize substantial savings
over the public sector.

Critics state that the profit motive of the

private sector can lead to lowered development standards and cutting
corners.

To optimize the quality of redevelopment, strict requirements

were outlined in the BHA's Developer's Kit.

Hence, the turnkey technique

7
was viewed as a straightforward approach to redevelopment.

Mode of Inquiry
I researched citizen participation at Commonwealth via four mechanisms --

interviews, participant observation, literature surveys of

participatory efforts and of the history of Commonwealth's redevelopment,
and analyses of the proposal drawings.

BRA participants and CTA members

were interviewed and questioned regarding the history and structure of
the redevelopment process, the structure of the evaluations, and the
nature of their input.

The participant observation phase of my research
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entailed my observing the CTA's evaluation of the proposals,

The litera-

ture survey was used to document the history of public housing and its
design, citizen participation efforts, and the history of the Fidelis
rehabilitation process.

The analysis of the proposals was the basis

for my understanding the evaluations of the BHA and CTA.
Central Question and Case Rationale
My central question is how did the BRA and the CTA come to agree on
an architect-developer team.

Understanding the dynamics behind this

agreement and the review process which generated it are key to answering
this question.

In addition, this understanding will allow for the

informed analysis of citizen participation efforts based on the Fidelis
experience.

The history of opposition between public housing bureau-

cracies and public housing residents makes this issue of central concern
for future redevelopment efforts.
Fidelis was chosen as a case study for several reasons.

First of

all, the CTA regarded their participation in the process as a positive
experience.

Secondly, the BRA and CTA were able to work together as a

viable unit in selecting a developer.

Thirdly, Fidelis contains all

the necessary elements for analyzing citizen participation in the context of a redevelopment project. Fidelis not only went through all the
steps necessary to realize rehabilitation but incorporated tenant
involvement.

These factors make Fidelis a good case for the review and

analysis of resident participation in rehabilitation and design efforts.
Structure of the Thesis
The thesis is divided into seven chapters.

Each chapter contributes

information relevant to resident participation at Commonwealth.

Chapter

One discusses the history of public housing, describes the residents
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served, and the nature of citizen participation in federal programs.

As

a low income public housing development, Commonwealth was, and is, a
part of, and affected by, the historical forces shaping such housing.
There is a direct correlation between the residency of public housing
and its architectural appeal.

When low-income, dependent families became

public housing residents, the high-rise, high density structures public
housing is known for became prevalent.

As a low-income, urban develop-

ment, Commonwealth did not escape the stigma of the post-war ugly highrise.

Residents are heavily involved in the rehabilitation process;

therefore, it is important to understand some of the precedents established for participatory efforts.

Hence, this chapter also discusses the

role of community participation in federal programs.
Chapter Two describes Fidelis and presents the history of the
rehabilitation effort.

This section of the paper provides a framework

for understanding the design and redevelopment processes at Commonwealth.
Chapter Three is a description of the Commonwealth Developer's Kit.
Since interested developer-architect teams responded to the Kit's specifications, it was an integral part of the rehabilitation.
looks at the structure of the review processes.

Chapter Four

The preparation and

methodology which structured these processes contributed to my understanding howand why the residentevaluation was successful.

Chapter Five is

an analysis and a presentation of the proposals submitted.

In this

section, the themes of the proposals are reviewed, the features of each
are presented, and an analysis is made of the lowrise family unit designs.
It is important to note that the family units will be the central focus.
The apartment is the most relevant aspect of the resident's tenancy in
the development, therefore, it is being singled out as an issue for
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analysis.

In addition,

after observing the review of the CTA,

it

this aspect of their evaluation that received the most attention.

was
This

section will provide the foundation for discussing the evaluations of the
BHA and CTA in Chapter Six.

An analysis of Commonwealth's review process

without an understanding of what was reviewed,

and the results of that

review, would deprive the reader of a contextual
participation process.
thesis.

Chapter Seven is

understanding of the

the concluding portion of the

It looks at the factors contributing to the selection of the

developer, analyzes the participation process, and highlights issues
surrounding citizen participation in design efforts.
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CHAPTER ONE -

PUBLIC HOUSING:

ITS HISTORY AND ITS RESIDENTS

Government intervention in housing was initiated during the 1900s
when a variety of immigrant populations lived in New York tenements.
These buildings were known as "dumbbell" tenements because of their bell
shape.

They were characterized by their high density, filth, and high

incidence of disease.

Apartments consisted of a single room in which

up to nine or ten people lived.

Bathing and cooking facilities were

communal, garbage was disposed of on fire escapes and in hallways, and
there was little or no privacy between the sexes.
The conditions prevailing in these tenements did not go unnoticed.
Lawrence Veillier and other reformers strongly advocated housing codes
which would regulate sanitation and the environmental conditions of the
tenements.

Tenement house reform arose out of these efforts and out of

the move to socialize families

(particularly immigrant families) properly.

Reformers criticized housekeeping, food preparation, the overcrowded
conditions, and the exposing of children to criminals, "incorrigibles",
and sex.1
With the Depression, many people who had been of the middle class
lost their jobs, incomes, and property and housing became a critical
problem.

In 1933 when Roosevelt took office,
the economy was stagnant, unemployment was extremely
high, wage levels were badly depressed, the monetary
and fiscal system was in shambles, and public confidence in government had been shaken by the stock
The public
market collapse and its aftermath....
housing program was constructed as a multi-purpose
activity, a way of simultaneously reducing the level
of unemployment, assisting the beleaguered housing
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industry, eliminating slums and their concomitants,
and increasing the supply of cheap and decent housing
available to the poor.
The public housing program was created by the Housing Act of 1937.
Public housing was initially meant to benefit government and defense
workers.
poor.

None of the programs were conceived as aid to the helpless

Programs looked for the "good"

citizen whose income was tem-

porarily low and who could not acquire a house for himself.

The laws

were not concerned with providing housing for a permanent class of
dependent poor people.

Public housing legislation supported, and

necessitated, the selection of working-poor tenants.

Local Housing

Authorities (LRA) were instructed to conduct operations in a businesslike manner.

"This meant realistic rent levels, substantial reserves

for repairs, maintenance, and replacements, and a limit to the number
Apartment rents were

of very low-income and relief families served."4
not subsidized; tenants had to pay their own rent.

Therefore,

the

families selected had to be "reasonable rent risks," meaning that
unemployed persons and dependent families were ineligible.

The large

number of "Depression-created candidates for low rent housing and
poorly housed defense workers after 1940 meant that LHA's could afford
5
to be choosey."

In fact, the initiation of a large-scale housing policy prompted
the opposition of the real estate and private home-building
communities.

This group was able to affect policy by injecting the

principle that public housing must operate in a way that would offer
no possible competition to private enterprise.

Projects could not

feature elaborate designs or expensive materials and construction
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costs had to be below private costs.
most minimum of standards.

Hence, housing was built to the

6

Most of the public housing developments built in the first twenty
years of the program were low-rise garden apartments of considerably
higher quality than later developments.

Furthermore, LHA's had

excessive reserves making the public housing program a fiscal success.
However, with post-war posterity, public housing was serving many
families who could afford private housing, and the impact on the private
homebuilding community was felt.

To address this situation, the Housing

Act of 1949 was created to avoid public competition with private enterprise and to encourage public housing tenants to seek private home
ownership.

It was decided that public housing would be directed to

families without stable wages.
families.

First preference was given to displaced

These families were required to pay 20 percent of their income

for rent, and maximum rent levels were established.

In addition,

discrimination against welfare families was prohibited.

When the

tenancy of public housing developments changed to people with little
8
political clout, the attractiveness of the program began to diminish.

During the post-war period, the design of public housing came to
be increasingly troublesome.

Designers did not meet the needs of

large families or of the dependent poor, a group who came to occupy a
prominent place in the urban public housing system.

Program and

population changes necessitated massive construction to house expanding
poor populations in central cities.

In the book, Housing Urban America,

the authors state that the high cost of urban land meant that the housing
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built was the more economical high-rise and high density structures
public housing is

typically known for.

9

... Many public housing projects in this country are
immediately identifiable, if not in fact then by
popular mythology, by their physical deterioration,
unimaginativeness, dullness, and monotony. Poor
maintenance, physical destruction, and lack of pride
in one's 'home' that frequently used to characterize
housing can be attributed to the debilitating affect
and social stigma attached to living in safe and
sanitary, but ugly, institutional-looking apartments
which embody nothing that could instill pride. 10
During the mid 1960s there was a growing awareness of the poor
'fit' between project design and user needs.

This resulted in an

increasing effort by the design community to design more responsive
environments.

Thus, the sixties brought a series of studies analyzing

public housing design from a user needs perspective.

However, the

application of research findings by designers, planners, and policymakers proved to be too narrow an approach.

Often single issues were

addressed like density, security, open space, and unit size and layout
11
and rigid design solutions were devised for universal application.

The gap between the designer and the client became increasingly evident
as architects and planners sought solutions to design problems that
reflected their value system.

The influence of cultural, societal,

and personal factors in determining user satisfaction was largely
unacknowledged by the design community, creating a gap between
programming and occupancy.
The problem of designing responsive environments was further
complicated by the lack of clarity over who was the designer's client.
Traditionally, the person or organization paying for the architect's
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services was viewed as the client, and designs were based on the
architect's perception of that client's needs.
made this relationship nebulous.

Government intervention

Since government agencies paid for

the services of the architect, it became unclear as to who was the
client --

the government or the user.

With the government acting as an

intermediary the relationship between the designer and the users became
impersonal and their contact limited.

To bridge this gap, detailed

user characteristics, concern for management and maintenance, and the
study of building uses were proposed as vehicles for a more meaningful
evaluation of user needs. 1 2
Citizen Participation and Federal Programs
The nature of citizen participation has changed over the years
reflecting the social and policital conditions prevalent at the time.
When the urban renewal program was initiated by the Housing Act of 1954,
cities had to show evidence of citizen participation in order to receive
urban renewal funds.

Citizen participation usually constituted the

formation of elite citizen advisory committees or subcommittees.

These

committees were used to legitimize preconceived neighborhood plans.
Such legitimation could entail opposition or approval, whichever suited
the needs of the city. 13
Participation during the sixties reflected the widespread political
activism that has become synonymous with that period of time.

During

the sixties, the welfare and civil rights movements were peaking and
federal anti-poverty programs were used as a vehicle for responding to
community demands and diverting the activities of activists.

24

...

These programs did not so much moderate unrest

as provide vehicles through which the black ghettos
mobilized to demand government services. They activated
a new leadership structure in the ghettos and they also
activated masses of black poor.14
In 1964, the Economic Opportunity Act allocated 350 million dollars
to the Community Action Program (CAP).

The legislation for these
To

programs called for "maximum feasible participation by the poor."

facilitate this, one third of the CAP's policy board was to be made up
of neighborhood representatives.

In addition, the program was to work

closely with established community organizations.

These organizations

would be a source of information about the community, and would act
as advisory groups to the agency.

Although the CAP legislation called

for community representation, such representation resulted in the election
This

or selection of only a few non-representative community members.

affected how they voted and their ability to transmit information to the
community.

These people were easily co-opted and often acted as a

rubber stamp for plans conceived by CAP employees.

In addition, because

neighborhood residents constituted only a third of the votes, they were
easily out-voted.

Hence, the rubber stamp method of participation used

in Urban Renewal was often evidenced on the boards of citizen action
agencies (CAA).15
Despite the manipulative participation witnessed in the community
action program, Piven and Cloward in their book Regulating the Poor felt
that the "Great Society programs went beyond the customary rituals of
legitimation."

Community Action Agencies focused on channeling resources

into low income communities and on improving the depressed conditions
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prevalent in these areas.

This role meant that CAA employees often

acted as government antagonists.

Piven, Cloward, and other scholars

saw this role as an intentional component of the program.

The com-

munity action agencies were to act as internal government watchdogs that
would exact institutional reform.
these agencies were controversial.

Needless to say, the actions of
Hence, when the Model Cities program

was put together, federal funds were channeled through city governments,
but not without mandating "widespread community participation."16
In 1966 the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act
was approved and the Model Cities program was formed.

The Model

Cities Program had four objectives:
1)

Resident involvement in decision-making

2)

To involve community members in the formulation of more
effective, appropriate, and sensitive plans for their
communities.

3)

To inform people on how "the system" works.

4)

To build trust in the government by involving people and
offering genuine technical assistance.

The minimum performance standards of the program called for a structure
for involving community residents in policy and program planning, community representation and representatives, sufficient information for
decision-making, technical assistance, financial assistance, and
1
resident employment.

7

Realizing the potential for significant community development
through the Model Cities program, Black militants fought for meaningful
community participation.

The program was structured so that cities

would compete with one another for program funds.

Selection was based
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on a city's commitment to the program and its capacity to implement the
program's goals.
federal funds.

If the city's proposal was approved, it was granted
Thus the period between the submission of a proposal by

the city and its contract grant was characterized by power struggles
18
between the community and city hall.

Participation at Commonwealth reflects some of the elements of
participation in each of the federal programs presented.

Like the

Community Action Agencies, the BHA used Fidelis residents and organizations as a source of information and, in the case of rehabilitation, as
an advisory and review body.

In addition, the objectives of participa-

tion in the Model Cities Programs reflect some of the implicit objectives
of the BHA.

Residents were involved in the decision-making process, and

in the formulation of the rehabilitation plans.

In addition, by virtue

of their participation, they learned how the "system" works.

Given the

tenant involvement policy of the BHA, one can also assume that participation was geared at developing a dialog between the Authority and the
tenants, the first step in establishing trust.

Against, this backdrop,

citizen participation at Commonwealth will be presented and analyzed.
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CHAPTER TWO -

DESCRIPTION OF FIDELIS AND THE HISTORY OF ITS REDEVELOPMENT

Description of Fidelis:

A Broad Overview

Population
Between 1969 and 1979 Commonwealth's population went from 1889
people to 872 people, a fifty-four percent decline.

In 1969, ninety-two

percent of the residents were white while the remaining eight percent
were classified as Black.

In 1979, forty-seven percent of the residents

were white, twenty-eight percent Black, and twenty-five percent Spanishspeaking:1
Commonwealth Population

1969

1975

1979

1889

1650

872

% white

92%

70%

47%

% Black

8%

20%

28%

0

10%

25%

Total Number

of People

% Spanishspeaking

Of 1979's 872 residents, 42 percent were adults and 58% were minors.
While there is no data for 1969, in 1975, forty-nine percent of the
households were headed by males and fifty-one percent by females.
In 1979, seventy-nine percent of the households were female-headed and
2
twenty-one percent were male-headed:

Head of Household

1975

1979

Percent male-headed

49%

21%

Percent female-headed

51%

79%
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In terms of education, forty-two percent of the 1979 population had less
than an eighth grade education and six percent of the population had
more than twenty years of school.
less than five years of schooling.

The remaining fifty-two percent had
Fifty-seven percent of the families

receive assistance in the form of Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) and twenty-five percent are on general relief or receive
Social Security Insurance (SSI).3
A survey conducted by the Community Planning and Research Corporation in 1978-1979 found that the majority of Fidelis residents had lived
in the development over 5 years.

Twenty-two percent of the residents

had lived in Fidelis over nine years, thirty-nine percent had lived in
Fidelis between five and eight years, thirty-nine percent had lived
there between two and four years, and only seven percent of the families
had lived in the development less than two years.

Although tenants

cited the low rents as the prime benefit of life in the development, I
think that the site's amenities, the desire for decent housing, and the
average family's length of residence produced a commitment to the
Commonwealth community.

Furthermore, fifty-seven percent of the

families had lived in private housing prior to moving to Commonwealth
and twenty-two percent transferred from other BHA developments.

Thus

residents had a basis for comparing Fidelis to other housing
environments. 4
Site
Play spaces are located in the spaces between pairs of buildings.
Within the spaces are vegetation, e.g., trees and grass, and vegetable
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and flower gardens.

Two of Commonwealth's assets are its excellent

view of Boston, and its immediate access to transportation, health
facilities, commercial businesses, and recreational facilities.
throughout the development is the street Fidelis Way.
wide street with a hairpin curve.

Winding

Fidelis Way is a

Although parking is legal on only

one side of the street, people park on both sides. 5
Fidelis has thirteen buildings.
stories high and contain 420 units.

Seven of these structures are six
Each of these midrises has ten

units per floor and is made up of two adjoining buildings.
has its own corridor system and elevator.

Each building

These buildings have two

poorly defined entrances and are bounded by parking on one side and a
public area on the other.

The remaining six structures are L-shaped,

three-story walk-ups with 228 apartments.

Each of these structures

is a chain of two or more adjoining buildings.

Some of the buildings

have twenty-four units and others have forty-eight.
648 units --

Fidelis contains

72 one-bedroom, 336 two-bedroom, 198 three-bedroom, and

42 four-bedroom.

In 1979 forty-nine percent of the one-bedrooms, sixty

percent of the two-bedrooms, eighty-five percent of the three bedrooms,
and ninety percent of the four bedroom apartments were in service -sixty-eight percent of the units.6

(See picture, next page)

The management office is located in 1 Fidelis Way.
Center is in the basement of 18 Fidelis Way.

The Day Care

The Commonwealth Tenants

Association, the Commonwealth Housing and Health Improvement Program
(CHHIP), and the Allston/Brighton Community Development Corporation are
7
located in 27 Fidelis Way.
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When the BHA received funding from HUD, fifty-one percent of
the 648 units were vacant.

Half of these units had to be abandoned

because of plumbing problems, and almost all of the remaining 156 vacant
While the buildings are structurally sound,

units were substandard.

substantial renovation of the mechanical systems

(plumbing,

boiler,

8
electrical, and roofing) is needed.

Community Attitudes
In 1978-79, the Community Planning and Research Corporation (CPR)
was contracted to conduct a study outlining Commonwealth's problems and
possible solutions.

Part of this study involved surveying resident and

community attitudes.

Respondents said that they hoped that the apart-

ments and buildings would be "fixed up",

troublemakers

gotten rid of,

security and maintenance improved, play facilities provided, and
vacancies eliminated.

People feared that Fidelis was falling apart,

unsafe, and deteriorating.
low rents,

Tenants liked the convenient location and

but they disliked the dirty,

rundown appearance of the

development, the lack of maintenance services, the crime, and
Commonwealth's physical deterioration.

Residents felt that the three

most important changes needed at Fidelis were rehabilitation, better
security, and better maintenance.
Brighton community felt

Residents of the greater Allston/

that Fidelis residents were uncommited to the

area and the cause of crime and physical deterioration in the community.
Efforts geared towards redeveloping Ridelis have served to unite
Fidelis and Brighton activists.

While many of the attitudes noted

previously still exist, coalescing around Commonwealth's rehabilitation
has helped to address many of the physical and attitudinal issues of
the development.
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Problems
As stated earlier, Fidelis has a number of problems.
physical deterioration and poor design of the site

and its

However, the
buildings

make the physical environment the most pressing of Commonwealth's
difficulties.

Residents have complained of the lack of heat and hot

water, defective lighting, broken windows, defective mailboxes, and
peeling paint.

Living conditions are unsanitary due to poor building

maintenance and the deterioration of physical systems, e.g.,
electrical, roofing, and heating systems.

plumbing,

Structural damage to the

apartments has been caused by roof leaks, resulting in the vacancy of
twenty-five percent of the units.10
The "no frills" approach to designing public housing has produced a sterile and barren environment.

One-bedroom apartments are

510 square feet, two-bedroom units are 640 square feet, three-bedroom
units are 865 square feet, and four bedroom units are 1023 square feet

--

over twenty percent below market and Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency
(MHFA) standards.

Unit design has been criticized because of poor

circulation, small or non-existant dining areas,
living rooms to accommodate all

family members,

the inability of the
the lack of a second

bathroom in larger apartments and the smallness of the existing
bathrooms, the inability of bedrooms to accommodate both sleep and
In

play, and the limited storage space (see picture on next page).

addition, poor building security is maximized by poor design, e.g.,

the

11
location of building entrances in

hard to find,

obscure places.

Furthermore, there are a number of site problems.
inadequate and inefficient.

Parking is

The number of parking spaces per building
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is generally inappropriate for the number of residents housed in a
particular building.

Circulation paths and traffic flows are dangerous,

contributing to the poor security.12
History of the Redevelopment Effort
Recognizing the problems of the development, Commonwealth residents
organized the Tenants Task Force (TTF) in 1969 and worked with the citywide Boston Housing Tenant Policy Council (TPC).

Members of the TPC

were involved in the decision-making around issues of policy, management, maintenance, and human services.

In 1977, the BHA and the Tenants

Task Force collaborated on a proposal for submission in a Massachusetts
Department of Community Affairs (DCA) competition for rehabilitation
money.

Fidelis did not win the competition but was granted a $50,000

"booby prize" to conduct a study outlining the development's problems
and possible solutions.13
In 1978 the Community Planning and Research Corporation (CPR)
started their report.

Towards its completion, the imminent sale of

the Passionate Father's Monastery adjacent to Fidelis became an issue.
In May 1979, the Monastery Hill Planning Task Force (MHPTF) was
convened.

The Task Force's mandate was to monitor and co-ordinate

planning and development activities in the area, especially for the
Monastery's 14 acres of property adjacent to Fidelis Way.

The MHPTF's

members were community residents and organizations, representatives from
city and state planning agencies, funding and regulatory agencies,
service organizations and institutions, the TTF, and the Commonwealth
Health Improvement Program (CHIP).

The likely development of the
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monastery land,

the loss of the community church, and the loss of the

limited green space in the area were the issues of primary concern.14
The Tenants Task Force and CHIP used the impending sale of the
Monastery as leverage for advocating the rehabilitation of Fidelis.
This caused a split within the MHPTF between the tenant/rehabilitation
advocates and the environmental coalition.

After a couple of months,

the MHPTF was able to agree on a position.

The group would support

limited development of the Monastery land only if funds were leveraged
for redeveloping Fidelis.

In 1979, St. Elizabeth's Hospital bought the

land and announced that it had no intention of developing it. 15
Despite the sale of the property, a core group of MHPTF members
continued to meet around the issue of Commonwealth's rehabilitation.
Pamela Goodman, the BHA planner for Fidelis, CHIP, and the TTF led the
effort.

Each group played a key role.

welcome relief.

Ms Goodman's efforts were a

The previous planner for Fidelis felt threatened by

CHIP and had been an uneasy member of the coalition.

CHIP was sponsored

by the Allston/Brighton Medical Coalition which supported Commonwealth's
efforts.

Initially, CHIP was a health organization, but health was

linked to housing so they began to work with the TTF as technical
assistance and watchdogs.

Now CHIP is the Commonwealth Housing and

Health Improvement Program (CHHIP) and is funded by the BHA.
vide information referrals,
to the TTF.

resources,

They pro-

advocacy, and technical assistance

During 1979 the TTF was incorporated and became the

Commonwealth Tenants Association.
When the BRA went into receivorship in February of 1980, the
coalition used the opportunity to lobby for the rehabilitation of
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Fidelis.

A proposal was submitted to HUD in August of 1980.

The

proposal was approved in September of 1980 and 26 million dollars in
federal public housing development funds were designated for the substantial rehabilitation of Commonwealth.

By June of 1981, HUD had

approved the Commonwealth Developer's Kit, a document that was
reviewed and accepted by the residents.

In July of 1981, the

Developer's Kit was advertised, with developer-architect team proposals
due at the end of September.

Six proposals were submitted.

Throughout

the process, CHHIP, acting in a technical capacity to the CTA, and the
CTA, were active participants in the process, impacting the decisionmaking processes and increasing tenant interaction with BHA
functionaries. 16
Redevelopment
Goals
In conjunction with the CTA, the BRA prepared the Developer's Kit.
This kit outlines the goals of rehabilitation, proposal specifications,
and redesign criteria.

The goals of redevelopment are the following:

1.

To modernize systems and insure the structural
integrity of Fidelis.

2.

To improve liveability and bring units to current
market standards.

3.

To improve security and reduce maintenance costs.

4.

To improve marketability

5.

To improve the functioning of the site and the
image of Commonwealth.

6.

To better integrate Fidelis into the greater Allston/
Brighton community.17
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To achieve these goals, changes in the unit mix and size were
proposed.

Initially, redevelopment sought to reduce the number of units
However, the cost of developing 450 units was

from 648 to 450.

prohibited by the twenty-six million dollar budget.

Therefore,

the

number of units created by rehabilitation was reduced from 450 to 392.
Instead of seventy-two one-bedroom apartments, there will be 103 onebedroom elderly and thirty-seven family units.

The existing 336 two-

bedroom units will be reduced to 112 family and 12 elderly apartments.
Ninety-one three-bedroom

and thirty-two four-bedroom apartments will be

created, decreasing the number of three-bedroom units by fifty-four
percent and the number of four-bedroom units by twenty-four percent.
In addition, 5 five-bedroom units will be added to the development. 18
Distribution of Elderly Units by Bedroom Size:
1 Bedroom

=

2 Bedrooms =

90% (103)
10% (12)

Total Elderly Units = 115
Distribution of Family Units by Bedroom Size:
=

13%

(37)

2 Bedrooms =

40%

(112)

3 Bedrooms =

33%

(91)

4 Bedrooms =

12%

(32)

5 Bedrooms =

2%

(5)

1 Bedroom

Total Family Units = 227
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Distribution of All Units by Bedroom Size (Family and Elderly):

=

36%

(140)

2 Bedrooms =

32%

(124)

3 Bedrooms =

23%

(91)

4 Bedrooms =

8%

(32)

5 Bedrooms =

2%

(5)

1 Bedroom

Total Number of Units = 392
Presently one bedroom apartments are 510 square feet, twobedroom units are 640 square feet, three bedroom units are 865 square
feet, and four bedroom apartments are 1024 square feet.

The square

footage of each apartment will be increased to meet market and MHFA
requirements.

One bedroom units will be a minimum of 600 square feet,

two bedroom units, 800-850 square feet, three-bedroom units, 1200 square
feet, four bedroom apartments, 1400 square feet, and the five fivebedroom apartments will be a minimum of 1600 square feet:

Present
Square Footage

9

Proposed
Minimum Square Footage

1 Bedroom

510

600

2 Bedroom

640

800-850

3 Bedroom

865

1200

4 Bedroom

1023

1400

5 Bedroom

NA

1600

General Redesign Criteria
A number of general and specific redesign criteria were also outlined in the Developer's Kit (which will be presented in detail in the
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next Chapter).

Townhouses, walk-ups, and elevator buildings were the

acceptable building types.

In addition, buildings were to be

differentiated in such a way as to reflect a residential environment,
with clearly identifiable units and buildings.

The community center

was encouraged to be in a location that encouraged the participation
of the elderly and was accessable to the Allston/Brighton community.
Developers were not to exceed the 26 million dollar limit and architects
had to work within the confines of the building shells.
General apartment criteria were also established.
the units had to be designed for handicapped use.

Five percent of

Kitchens and dining

rooms were to be large enough to accommodate family members.

Larger

bedrooms were dictated in recognition of their use as play and sleep
areas.

In addition, more storage space was to be provided.

Buildings one and two were set aside for elderly use.
be elevator buildings.
required provisions.

These would

A lobby, laundry room, and public restroom were
In addition, an elderly community facility linking

the two buildings was to be provided.
The remaining six low-rise and five mid-rise elevator buildings
were for family units.

Two-bedroom apartments were to be on floors three

through six of the midrises.
bottom floors.

Duplexes were encouraged to be on the

These would house larger families.

No access to the

upper floors from the duplexes was allowed and the number of children
above the second floor was to be minimized.

The low-rise units would

also provide duplexes housing larger families.
20
a private entry and a private yard.

Each duplex was to have
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Each proposal's design would be evaluated on the basis of its
meeting these requirements.

Particular attention would be paid to the

site planning, the building and unit design, and the design of
"ancillary" space (community facilities, management offices, and
maintenance space).
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THE COMMONWEALTH DEVELOPER'S KIT

CHAPTER THREE

The Commonwealth Developer's Kit was important to the rehabilitation effort.

It contained the specifications for redevelopment and the

criteria that would be used to evaluate proposal designs.

The Kit

was assembled according to HUD regulations by the redevelopment director,
Pamela Goodman.

In this thesis particular emphasis will be given to the

design section of the kit.

This section was prepared by Barbara Manford,

the BRA's chief architect, and Gayle Epp, physical planner.

Good

design principles and the creation of an environment appropriate for the
needs of low income communities were important considerations in the
preparation of detailed design and construction criteria.1
1981, the Developer's Kit was approved by HUD.

In June of

At that time, the BHA

advertised its intention of rehabilitating Fidelis and via the
Invitation for Proposals, qualified developer-architect teams were
invited to respond to the rehabilitation contract.
The Invitation for Proposals
The Invitation for Proposals outlined the general specifications
of redevelopment.

The turnkey method of construction would be used

whereby Commonwealth's rehabilitation would be turned over to a private
developer.

The developer would conduct and complete the rehabilitation

work according to the Developer's Kit's specifications.
was satisfactorily

completed,

at a prenegotiated price.

When the work

the development would be sold to the BRA

Work would be done in

phases.

At the time

the Turnkey Contract of Sale was executed, the BHA would give eight of
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the Fidelis buildings to the developer.

When those buildings were

ready for occupancy, they would be conveyed back to the Authority and
would be leased to families.

At that time the BHA would present the

developer with the remainder of the site.
the creation of 392 units -bedroom,

32 four bedroom,

Rehabilitation will result in

140 one bedroom,

124 two bedroom,

and 5 five bedroom apartments.

91 three

Apartments

will be housed in walk-ups, rowhouses, and elevator buildings.
The Developer's Kit was available June 19, 1981.

On June 30th

a preproposal conference was held and the Authority conducted a tour of
the site.

Proposals were due on September 30th, 1981.

The Developer's Kit outlined the required contents of the Turnkey
proposals,

site information,

the previously presented project informa-

tion, the required forms and instructions, construction quality
standards, and design and construction criteria.

In addition, the HUD

proposal evaluation form was included for each team's reference. 2
Contents of Turnkey Proposals
The proposals were required to fulfill particular specifications.
Each proposal was to be submitted on a form included in the kit
entitled "Format for Submission of Proposals,"

"Developer's Letterhead".

Proposals were required to contain information on site improvements, a
construction schedule and workforce statement, an itemized statement of
the total development cost including the cost of site improvements,
dwelling construction, dwelling and non-dwelling unit equipment,
architectural and engineering services, finance, closing, overhead, and
tax expenses and construction costs, the qualifications and experience
of the developer, a statement of their equal opportunity and labor
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commitment, and a narrative description of the team's design and the
concepts it employed. 3
Detailed Project Information
Apartments were to be designed to meet present minimum square
footage requirements.

One bedroom units were required to be a minimum

of 600 square feet, two bedroom units, 800-850 square feet, three
bedroom units, 1200 square feet, four bedroom units, 1400 square feet,
and five bedroom units had to be a minimum of 1600 square feet.
One hundred and fifteen elderly units would be located in
buildings one and two of the development.

At least ninety percent

of the units were to be one-bedroom and the remaining ten percent would
be two-bedroom units.

Five percent of the elderly units would be

designated for handicapped use.

Each elderly building was to contain

a lobby, laundry, and public restroom.

An elderly community center

for the use of residents in buildings one and two and in the BHA ' s
elderly facility at 91-95 Washington Street was also required.

If the

community center was located in either buildings 1 or 2, an enclosed
walkway linking the two was required.
Buildings three through thirteen were for the 277 family units.
Thirteen percent of these apartments would be one bedroom, forty
percent two bedroom, thirty-three percent three bedroom, twelve
percent four bedroom, and five would be five bedroom apartments
(roughly two percent).

The majority of apartments with three or more

bedrooms were to be duplex units located in the six lowrise buildings.
Family duplexes located in the mid-rise buildings would occupy the first
two floors, with one and two bedroom apartments on floors three through
six.

The duplexes on the lower floors could not have access to the
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upper level apartments.

The smaller midrise apartments would be

accessed through a common lobby while the duplexes were required to have
private entrances and yards.
A minimum of 6500 square feet of community space was encouraged to
be centrally located.

However, two options were stated in the kit for

the location of the community facilities.

Teams could demolish building

three and replace it with the community building or top

off floors

four through six of building six and use this space for the community
facilities.

The community facility had to include meeting rooms,

offices, and child care spaces.

A maximum of 5500 square feet of new

The community center was to encourage the

construction was allowed.

participation of the elderly and be accessible to Allston/Brighton
residents.

A minimum of 1500 square feet for management offices

adjacent to the community center and 6000 square feet of maintenance
space in the basement of buildings near management were also required.
4
Construction was to comply with HUD construction quality standards.

Detailed Design Guidelines
The general redesign criteria for rehabilitation were outlined
briefly in Chapter Two.

However, their importance in structuring the

review processes mandates a more detailed presentation.
Kit was extensive in its requirements and specifications.

The Developer's
The

extensiveness of the kit meant that it put forth a set of guidelines
that provided a sound basis for evaluating the designs by both the
BHA and the CTA.

This is important because the CTA reviewed the

Developer's Kit and several CTA suggestions were incorporated into the
kit.

Since members of the CTA were not design experts, the kit provided

a basis for their developing a set of review criteria and guidelines.
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Site planning, building design, and unit/interior design criteria
for the dwelling units and ancillary space were outlined in the kit.
Since each of the criteria were specific, they were useful tools for
evaluating and rating the designs.

Most kits are "quick and dirty" but

the BHA designers and the CTA wanted to make the kit's design criteria
as specific as possible.

Maximizing liveability, private space, and

security were goals underlying the design criteria.

Building orientation,

unit type, access/entries, parking and open space were the major areas
of specification.

The BRA felt it was important to be as specific as

possible to insure that rehabilitation would meet the goals of the
program and would accommodate the needs of the poor.

With this under-

standing of the importance of the design criteria, a detailed presentation of the guidelines and criteria follows.
Redesign Criteria
Site Planning
The site planning criteria directly responded to the goal of
maximizing security.

Building differentiation and the surveillance of

public areas are highlighted in the site specifications.
Building Appearance:

Buildings will be differentiated in such

a way as to reflect a residential image and scale and to facilitate
easy building identification.
Access to Units:

Family units on the upper floors of the mid-

rise buildings will be accessed through common vestivules and lobbies.
Lobbies should be clearly visible from the outside of the building.
Parking:

Parking spaces should be as close to the unit as

possible and visible from the apartment.
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Non-Residents:

Non-residents should be discouraged from

using Commonwealth as a shortcut.

This can be achieved by establishing

a strong sense of community in the development.
Fidelis Way:

Steps should be taken to discourage cars from

speeding through the development and clearly identifiable pedestrian
crosswalks should be provided.
Services:
e.g.,

Consideration should be given to service access,

trash removal.
There must be a clear territorial

Communal Open Space:

definition of open spaces with each space belonging to a particular

building.
Pathfinding:
systems.

The path system should be coordinated with entry

Addresses will be clearly visible from the road and a site

sinage system will be developed to aid visitors.
Landscaping:
the development,

Attractive landscaping should be used within

particularly in

the "no-man's"

lands behind buildings

6, 7, 8, 12, and 13.
Street Furniture:

Drinking fountains and benches in play

areas are required.
Private Open Space:

Every ground floor unit shall have a

clearly defined private space at the unit's edge unless grading prohibits.
Pedestrian Circulation:

Pedestrian paths must reflect

established traffic patterns on the site.

Sidewalks should be widened

and sitting nodes should be sited along walkways.
paths must bypass the elderly buildings.

Major pedestrian
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Relationship of Site to Neighborhood:

Brighton residents

must be accommodated, but the development must have clearly marked
boundaries.
Recreational Facilities:

Enclosed areas for child's play,

play spaces and tot lots for preschoolers close to home, and hang-outs
for teens are required.

In addition, sitting and picnic areas must be

5
provided for adults.

Building Planning
Security is a major issue.

General:

Therefore buildings and

units must be differentiated and clearly identifiable; mailboxes should
be well located; and providing lighting for corridors, elevators, and
interior public areas is important. 6
Low-rise Buildings:

Bedroom distribution, unit location, and

access were the major issues reflected in the low-rise design criteria.
Low-rise buildings were primarily slated for three, four, and five
bedroom duplexes.

A few one and two bedroom units would also be located

in the low-rises.

All apartments would be accessed at grade level and

contiguous private yards were required.

When a one or two bedroom unit

occupied the ground floor of a building, the duplexed three, four, or
five bedroom unit above it would have a private yard.

Each unit with

direct access to grade would have stairs, railings, a covered landing,
an entry light, mailbox, and unit number.
preferred.
contact.

Common stairs were not

Entrances could neither encourage nor discourage neighbor

7
Mid-rise Buildings:

particular concern.

Access to the mid-rise units was of

Three, four, and five bedroom duplexes would be

located on the first two floors.

The duplexes would have private
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in the larger units.

In the three, four, and five bedroom apartments,

kitchens had to be large enough to accommodate a small table or
counter.

Circulation in the dining room was to be minimized and all

family members had to be accommodated.
Minimum Property Standards.

Bedrooms would conform to HUD

Each bedroom would have a closet and

secondary bedrooms would have to be large enough for double occupancy.
One and two bedroom units had to have a full bath.

Three bedroom

apartments would have a minimum of 1 1/2 baths, and the larger
apartments were allowed two bathrooms.

Common laundry rooms were

required for one and two bedroom units and washer and dryer hookups
would be provided for the 3,

4,

and 5 bedroom units.

A general storage

area also had to be provided. 9
Elderly Unit and Building DesiRn
Criteria were also stated for the site planning, building design,
and unit design of the elderly units.

The BHA sought to develop a

link between the BHA elderly development at 91-95 Washington Street and
the two buildings within the Fidelis complex designated for elderly use.
In addition, the design provisions were to encourage elderly residents
to get out and socialize.
two bedrooms,

Since elderly apartments would be one and

they were to conform to the specifications for units of

that size.
The lobby entrance was to include benches, plants, mailboxes, and
restrooms.

Laundry facilities and stairs were to be off the lobby near

the elevator.

An outdoor communal space with benches, picnic spaces,

and plants was to be located off the central elderly community facility.
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entrances.
through six.

One and two bedroom apartments would be on floors three
These units would be accessed via a common entry.

This

entry would have to facilitate constant surveillance and easy identification by building residents.

The laundry facilities for the one and two

bedroom apartment residents would be off the lobby.

Reuse of the

existing elevators and stairs was allowable if they were rebuilt to HUD
standards.

Recessed balconies for the upper level one and two bedroom

units were allowed.

8

Family Unit Design
Each room of the apartment had to meet certain design specifications.

In addition, storage space and laundry and bathing facilities

were required to meet the kit's design criteria.

Apartment entrances

were to lead into a vestibule area with a coat closet.

Circulation

through the unit was to by-pass the living and dining areas, or at least
minimize circulation through these areas.

Living areas were off the main

circulation path, and living/dining room combinations were only allowed
in the one and two bedroom apartments.
dining areas had to be distinct.

In the larger units, living and

Kitchen/dining area combinations were

allowed in the one and two bedroom units, but the two had to be separate
The community center would include a large meeting room, a kitchen,
storage space, restrooms, and two offices.
Each elderly unit would have a recessed entry with a sideboard for
packages, a combination living/dining area, a kitchen with a counter or
room for a small table, a double occupancy bedroom, and a bathroom.
Twenty percent of the units would also be provided with parking spaces.10
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Ancillary Space
A community center was to be built for the use of Commonwealth and
Brighton residents.
feet.

The center would be approximately 10,050 square

It would include four offices, a meeting room, a teen, after

school, and day care center, an art room, a library, a kitchen, a
waiting area, storage facilities, and restrooms.

Management offices

could be adjacent to the community center or located in the same building.
Maintenance would be located in existing basement space.11
These design criteria were used by the BRA and the CTA in their
design reviews.

Proposals were to comply with the contents of the

Developer's Kit, detailing site improvements, costs, developer
qualifications, and affirmative action commitments.

Each proposal

would be evaluated on the basis of their compliance with the kit's
standards and criteria.
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CHAPTER THREE FOOTNOTES

IPersonal interview with Barbara Manford and Gayle Epp,
2 BHA,

Commonwealth Developer's Kit, June 1981,

3 BHA,

pp. 30-41.

4 BHA,

pp. 16-29.

5 BHA,

pp. K-1.1 to K-1.5.

6 BHA,

pp.

7 BHA,

pp. K-1.6 to K-1.8.

8

K-1.5 to K-1.6.

BHA, pp. K-1.8 to K-1.9.

9 BHA,

pp. K-1.9 to K-1.13.

1 0 BHA,

pp.

K-1.15 to K-1.16.

11

pp.

K-1.17 to K-1.18.

BHA,

pp. 2-24.

5 April 1982.
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CHAPTER FOUR -

STRUCTURE OF THE DESIGN REVIEWS

The proposal evaluation and developer selection phase of redevelopment was critical.

This part of the process culminated in the

selection of the development team that would be responsible for the
rehabilitation work.

The designs were primarily reviewed by the BRA

selection panel and the CTA review committee.

The findings from these

reviews were accepted by the final selection committee.

This stage of

redevelopment dictated that the review structures be well thought out
and workable.

Since the objective of this thesis is to present the

tenant proposal review process at Commonwealth as a study highlighting
citizen participation in design review efforts, a comparison between
the BHA and CTA review processes is essential.

To facilitate the

realization of this objective, I outline the BHA and CTA processes, and
then compare

the two.

Boston Housing Authority Process
The BRA selection panel had three members --

Barbara Manford, chief

architect, Pedro Miranda, architect, and Gayle Epp, physical planner.
Each member of the selection panel specialized in the physical form.
Two of the participants, Barbara Manford and Gayle Epp, prepared the
design section of the Developer's Kit, the document used to evaluate the
proposals.
experts in

Therein the selection panel was made up of people who were
the area of physical design.

Each development team was required to submit a written proposal
describing their design concept, listing the qualifications and
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experience of the team and its members, itemizing costs, detailing their
affirmative action commitment, and responding to HUD's 5087 Outline
Specification and BRA's Previous Participation Certificate forms.

Since

the purpose of the selection panel was to evaluate the redevelopment
design (as well as the qualifications of the team and the price each
team submitted) they initiated the review process by reading the design
section of each proposal.

They extracted and quantified information

from the document, charting the unit mix and building types, the number
of individual entrances, the size of apartments, the number of units
sharing entrances, street layouts, and the definition of the front and
rear of the buildings.

To minimize bias, each development team's

proposal was assigned a letter (A through F) by which they were referred.
This process provided a descriptive basis for understanding each team's
design and for determining their responsiveness to the Invitation for
Proposals.
After reviewing the proposals, the panel critically evaluated the
drawings using the criteria outlined in the Developer's Kit.
areas were measured, particularly the community space.
planning and location of the community center
particular attention.

was

Some

The site

also be given

After the initial analysis of the designs, they

were evaluated against the design criteria and one another.
evaluation form was then completed for each design.

The BHA

The results were

then transferred to the HUD evaluation form which requests ratings in
the areas of design and construction quality (32 points), developer
qualifications (24 points), and price (20 points).

A report documenting

the results of the evaluation was prepared for oral presentation.

This
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process took approximately 2 1/2 weeks.

Because the Developer's Kit

was fairly complete, the evaluation areas and guidelines were well
established. 1
Commonwealth Tenants Association Process
The CTA's review process was complex.

Tenants had been involved in

the redevelopment effort since its inception.

They assumed that they

would conduct an independent review of the proposals.

As the redevelop-

ment process progressed, they demanded, and received, the right to have
an independent review.
considered in

It was agreed that their evaluation would be

conjunction with the BHA selection panel's.

The CTA process

required pre-evaluation preparation, hiring an architect as consultant,
and site visits.
The Commonwealth Housing and Health Improvement Program (CHHIP)
played a vital role in the evaluation.
advocated Commonwealth's redevelopment.

Since its inception, CHHIP has
In accordance with their

advocacy role, they have provided technical assistance and resources to
the CTA.

This role was further evidenced by CHHIP's requesting that

the BHA allow them to allocate ten thousand dollars of its grant for
consultant services for the CTA.

This money was later used to hire the

consulting architect.
In August and September of 1981, residents were prepared for
reviewing the proposals.

During this time, the CTA used its regular

Association meetings to establish groundrules for the resident review.
The proposals were available to all Commonwealth residents, but tenants
had to adhere to the rules established for their review.

Non-residents

were not allowed to have access to the drawings or proposals.

Tenants
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were required to sign the proposals in and out of the CHHIP offices
where they were kept, and no one could keep them out for more than 24
house.
day.

Drawings would remain in the CHHIP offices for review during the
Community members were encouraged to read all of the proposals,

focusing on the design section of the documents.

In addition, tenants

used this time to establish their goals and priorities for the review.
All meetings between September 30th (the date proposals were due
at the BRA) and October 21st

(the CTA's evaluation deadline) were

established, including the dates for site visits.

It was decided that

each meeting would be used to discuss a specific proposal.

The week

before the review's conclusion would be used to concentrate on the two
preferred proposals.

In this way, a good case could be made for

accepting the CTA's top-ranked teams.
selected by the members of the CTA.

A smaller review committee was
The members of this committee

would represent the views of the CTA, and were responsible for attending
all meetings, keeping a record of the proceedings, and reading all the
proposals.

Each committee member was given a journal containing a

glossary of architectural terms.

This journal would also be used to

maintain a record of the review proceedings.

All review committee

meetings were open to the Fidelis community and at one time, the review
committee was supplemented by 30 to 35 tenants.

However, only 4 or 5 of

these residents consistently attended meetings and read all of the
proposals.

Participating residents were representative of the racial,

sex, age, and family composition of the development.
While the review guidelines were being established and the review
committee selected, Don Rapp, the CHRIP coordinator, looked for a
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consultant.

He wanted to hire someone who was in no way affiliated with

the process or the teams who submitted proposals.
None of the people referred were "clean".
interview stage.
Stull Associates.
consultant.

This proved difficult.

Hence, no one ever got to the

In late September someone suggested M. David Lee of
After talking with Mr. Lee, he was hired as the

The name of the person referring him was never revealed

to the review committee, Mr. Lee, or myself.
During the initial weeks of the review, a lot of issues were
bounced around.

Tenants were concerned with aesthetic issues, how the

site related to the Brighton community, the number and distribution of
units and their design, security, cost, and the community center's
location.

After these issues were raised, David Lee and Don Rapp

translated them into design terms.

Site visits were also organized.

During these visits, residents became acquainted with a variety of
design options.

They looked at the design of housing developments and

got a sense of what private yards, duplexes, and 2 and 3 story
apartments were like.

They visited developments built by the teams

who submitted proposals.
a developer's work.

This enabled them to review the quality of

Mission Park, Kings Lynn, Saugus Commons, and a

rehabilitated rubber company were among the sites visited.

Tenants also

saw slides of Jubilee Housing in Washington, D.C., which highlighted
rehabilitation and resident employment.
Next a conceptual plan was developed for reviewing the proposals.
The basic program which looked at the overall design of the development,
site planning (unit distribution and mix and the location of open,
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community, management, and maintenance spaces),
features

unit plans, special

(pools, gym, security, greenhouses, townhouses, etc), and

unit, construction, and general costs were the areas evaluated.

Each

review area was given a rating of good+, good, good-, fair+, fair, fair-,
poor+, poor, or poor-.

A matrix plotting the review area against the

letter of the proposal being reviewed was put on a blackboard in the
2
CHHIP offices, the location of the review meetings:

Basic Program

Site Plan

Unit Plans

Special Features

Cost

A
B

C
D
E
F
This form facilitated

individual proposal review and a comparative

analysis of the proposals.
Each proposal was reviewed in detail.

David Lee pointed out

specific issues like cost per unit, vehicular and pedestrian circulation,
landscaping, access to community facilities, the amount and design of
parking, lighting and security, aesthetics, and unit sizes, plans, and
distribution.

Although Mr. Lee provided technical assistance, the

residents participated enthusiastically and meetings were often four
to five hours long.
People were particularly concerned with unit design.
to this, Mr. Lee did two things.

In response

First he got a copy of the plans of
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each reviewer's apartment for reference.

Then he used furniture pieces

that were cut to scale to give residents a sense of the amount of space
in a room.

This proved extremely useful.

Tenants were able to compare

the proposed units to something familiar (their own apartments) while
determining how flexible and how well the unit worked.
After evaluating and comparing the proposals, residents ranked
them.

A report stating their findings and preferences was then

prepared. 2
Final Selection Committee
The purpose of the final selection committee was to review the
design, legal, construction quality, affirmative action, financial,
developer qualifications, and management aspects of the proposals.
Members of the committee were John Staiton, Assistant Administrator for
Planning and Redevelopment, Jim Blackwell, Acting Assistant Administrator
for Construction Management, Barbara Manford, Chief Architect, David
Gilmore, Assistant Administrator for Operations, Pamela Goodman,
Redevelopment Director, Rod Solomon, special counsel, and Rosetta
Robinson, Julia Padro, and Albert Robinson from the CTA.
Commonwealth's manager,

David Lee,

and Leslie Newman,

Billy Knox,

CTA's legal coun-

sel were also present at a number of meetings.
Meetings were held with the selection panel to review their
findings and those of the CTA.

They presented their analysis of each

proposal and answered the questions of the larger committee.

A

development team's past experience, the quality of their construction,
their ability to complete the project, and their affirmative action
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history were reviewed and evaluated.

The second meeting of the selec-

tion committee was devoted to an analysis of the total and itemized
development costs of each proposal.

During the third meeting, each

development team's experience, qualifications, and affirmative action
history was reviewed as it related to Commonwealth's redevelopment.

In

addition the financial and legal facets of the project were reviewed.
After discussing these issues, the four best-rated teams were interviewed.

Teams were asked not to prepare presentations.

asked specific questions pertaining to their proposals.

They were
The interviews

were used to clarify design, financial, and management points.

Based on

the design reviews, the selection committee's assessment of the
developer's qualifications and the legal and financial viability of
their proposals, and developer interviews, a selection was made.
While the selection committee was meeting, John Stainton, the
Assistant Administrator, and the Redevelopment Director for Planning
and Redevelopment, Pamela Goodman, met with "representatives from the
City of Boston, Neighborhood Development Agency, and the Mayor's Office
of Housing to provide a status report on the project and to briefly
review the development proposals."

Goodman and Stainton gave a

presentation to representatives from the Allston/Brighton Community
Development Corporation and Fidelis residents.

When the selection

committee submitted its recommendations to the Receivor, Lewis H. Spence,
he reviewed the recommendations and solicited the opinions of Joan
Goody (Principal, Goody, Clancy and Associates, Inc.), Carol Johnson
(Principal, Carol R. Johnson and Associates, Inc.), and Langley Keyes
(Professor of City and Regional Planning, MIT).

On December 7th, 1982
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the Receivor interviewed 5 of the 6 teams and accepted the Selection
Committee

recommendations.

John M. Corcoran and Company, developer,

and Tise-Wilhelm and Associates, architects, were the first choice of
each review group.4
Comparison of the Review Processes
Clearly there were differences between the two review processes;
however, they had a major point of commonality --

the Commonwealth

The Developer's Kit stated the criteria that would be

Developer's Kit.

employed in the evaluation of the proposals.

Thus the kit facilitated

the continuity that existed between the review groups' analysis of the
proposals.

My comparison of the two evaluations highlights the main

components of both reviews -structure,

methodology,

participants, preparation, guidelines,

and focus.

Participants
Members of the BHA selection panel and participants on the
-Commonwealth review committee were quite different.
difference was the expertise of each team's members.

One critical
BHA reviewers

were trained in the analysis of designs while CTA reviewers were laypeople.

The CTA was able to initiate an intelligent analysis of the

proposals with the assistance of a consulting architect.

CHHIP's and

the CTA's ability to locate an architect who was not only divorced from
the process but also able to work with residents was no small achievement.

In fact, this was one of the pivotal points in the review.

My

observations and interviews supported David Lee's ability to relate to
the residents.

He instilled a sense of trust and confidence, and
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Mr. Lee's assistance

helped to define their concerns in design terms.
was beneficial for another reason.
educational experience.
a design.
CTA.

He provided residents with an

He taught them how to approach an analysis of

This was not a problem for the BHA panel, but it was for the

By relating the proposals to things familiar to the tenants and by

pointing out particular features in each proposal, the consultant
helped the CTA reviewers conceptualize a design.
Secondly, the tenants were able to bring to the review an intimate
knowledge of life in a public housing development.
the major issues.

They could identify

This ability was reflected in their particularly

careful appraisal of the community center's location (a building that
would be used to better integrate Commonwealth into the Brighton
community) and of unit mix and design.

Residents wanted to make Fidelis

a viable community and to integrate that community into the greater
Brighton neighborhood.

Their concern with the unit mix and design

reflected their experience living in an isolated public housing
development.

It is important to note that not all of the reviewers

would be able to live in the development after its rehabilitation, but
as residents they were committed to the Commonwealth community.
In Chapter One I stated that neighborhoods needed competent and
sincere technical assistance they could trust.

This assistance would

enable communities to gain access to information.

This information

would allow a community to "analyze, criticize, and suggest alternatives."5
statement.

The Fidelis Way process demonstrates the truth of this
David Lee guided the CTA review committee in a way that

allowed it to analyze, criticize, and evaluate the proposals.
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Preparation
The members of the two review groups also prepared themselves
differently for the process.

The BHA selection panel's members were

designers who had reviewed many designs, and their preparation
essentially consisted of preparing the Developer's Kit.
the residents had to do three things:

As laypeople,

1) develop comparisons for

purposes of analogy; 2) supplement the Developer's Kit with personal
and group design criteria; and 3) develop a structure and attain
technical assistance that would maximize the effectiveness of their
review.

Site visits and their experiences as public housing residents

were the basis for relating to the designs.

The site visits gave them

a sense of the options available to them, supplementing their knowledge
of life in public housing.
The CTA's understanding of the designs was further increased by the
reference for
consultant's using their Fidelis apartments as a frame of
analyzing the design of the proposed units.

The experiences of the

Commonwealth residents were also a source of a set of personal and group
criteria.

Tenants wanted to link Fidelis to the Brighton community.

Unit design, community facilities, and the improvement of the development's appearance were the mechanisms by which liveability

at Fidelis

would be improved, supporting the resident's desire to be linked to the
larger community.
Talking with Don Rapp, the CHHIP coordinator, revealed his feeling
that the rules and guidelines surrounding the proposal review had to be
definitive.

These rules structured tenant participation by stating the
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procedure for looking over the proposals and drawings, establishing
evaluation deadlines, and predetermining the dates and times of the
review meetings.

This gave tenants a sense of the magnitude of their

responsibility, and a timetable for the work they had to accomplish.
Design Guidelines
As stated earlier, the design guidelines and criteria were
elaborately related in the Developer's Kit.

The kit's criteria and their

use in the review processes were a major point of commonality between
the two reviews.
BRA and CTA.

The issues outlined in the kit were sanctioned by the

Thus, both groups agreed that the established criteria

were appropriate guidelines for insuring the quality of rehabilitation
and for maximizing the proposals' responsiveness to the needs of low
income communities.
Each development team responded to the program outlined in the
kit.

Hence, the Developer's Kit was not only a document stating the

programmatic requirements of the project,

but also a "contract" stating

the evaluation criteria that would be used to assess whether a particular
developer's proposal could meet the needs of the Commonwealth community.
The use of the kit's criteria as guidelines by both review groups
insured a degree of continuity between the processes.

No widely

divergent criteria were used to evaluate the designs.

At the final

selection committee meetings, the findings of the BHA and CTA were
discussed.

In these discussions, the common criteria allowed all

members to understand the proceedings and to make solid cases in support
of their recommendations.

A common language, and an understanding of

that language, enabled the reviewers to evaluate and discuss the
proposals in a coherent manner.
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Structure
Each review team had a similar structure for evaluating the
proposals.

Initially, the proposals were read.

information in the proposals was quantified.
detail than the CTA.

Then the descriptive

The BRA went into more

The BRA charted the number of units of a par-

ticular type, the number of individual versus shared entrances, the
street layout, and how well defined the front and rear of a building was.
The CTA noted the number of units of a particular type, e.g.,

family

versus elderly, the overall development costs, the cost per unit, and
the amount of money used for non-unit related construction costs.
After reading the proposals and charting information, reviewers
conducted an in-depth analysis of the designs.

The BHA compared the

designs to the Developer's Kit's specifications.

While the CTA used the

kit as a guide, their analysis did not use its criteria as extensively
as the BRA.

The provisions of the proposals, the siting of open spaces,

the community center, parking, circulation networks, unit plans, special
features, and cost were the areas the CTA concentrated on.

The criteria

appropriate to the CTA's analysis were applied in a manner that allowed
residents to conceptualize and evaluate a design.
After evaluating the proposals, each team ranked them.

After the

ranking, a report documenting their review and justifying their findings
was prepared.

Each review ranked the Corcoran team the most highly.

Methodology
The methodology of the two primary review groups was different.
That was not surprising given the expertise of the members.

The BHA

panel used their design backgrounds and the kit as the basis for drawing
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on design principles for the purpose of analyzing the proposals.
CTA used a comparable method, but a more personal one.

The

Their review was

based on their ability to link and compare familiar environments to those
Therefore, it was through analogy that the CTA conducted its

proposed.
review.
Focus

The focus of the CTA and BHA was essentially the same.

Each group

was concerned with improving liveability and security within the
development.

In addition, it was hoped that rehabilitation would better

integrate Commonwealth into the Brighton community and would support the
sense of community within Fidelis.

In addition to the overall objectives

of redevelopment, each organization had its own particular goals.
The CTA wanted to see better conceived units and more community
space.

The BHA sought to improve the marketability of the development,

reduce maintenance costs by modernizing the mechanical systems, improve
unit design, and privatize units as much as possible, lessening
opportunities for resident and management conflict.

Despite each

group's particular set of goals, each wanted to see the quality of life
improved at Commonwealth.
Overall, I think the success of the CTA's review was due to four
things:

1) competent and compatible technical assistance; 2) an agreed

upon set of criteria as specified in the Developer's Kit;

3) goals shared

by the BHA; and 4) the BHA's willingness to involve tenants in the
rehabilitation process.
not been discussed.

The BHA's willingness to involve residents has

However, Sherry Arnstein noted that one of the
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roadblocks to successful community participation can be the bureaucratic
power holder's "lack of respect for the poor" and their "distaste for
sharing power.,,6

BHA officials respected Commonwealth residents and

involved them in the rehabilitation process.
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CHAPTER FIVE - THE DESIGN PROPOSALS

On September 30th, 1981, six developer-architect teams submitted
proposals to the BHA in response to Commonwealth's redevelopment.

These

turnkey proposals were required to contain a "narrative description of
the housing improvements" provided in the team's rehabilitation design,
and a set of drawings depicting this design.

The narrative described

the characteristics of a team's rehabilitation concept; and the drawings
helped evaluators visualize a team's design.

The proposals' drawings

were required to include a site plan and diagram, typical floor plans for
elevator buildings, rowhouses, and walk-ups,

each building type, i.e.,
elevations,

typical floor plans, and appropriate sections.

narratives and drawings,

Based on the

this chapter will summarize the contents

each proposal's narrative.

of

In addition, I will present my analysis of

the design of the typical large-family apartments in the low-rise
buildings.

This information will familiarize the reader with each

team's rehabilitation design, offering a prelude to Chapter Six which
presents the proposal evaluations of the CTA and BHA.

A chart summari-

zing each section (the proposal summaries and the unit design summary)
precedes each discussion.
reader.

This was included for the reference of the

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL CHARACTERISTICS

Proposal
& Its Cost
A
$25,147,000

Number of
Units
Elderly:
115
Family:
275
Total:
390

B
$25,999,400

Building Types
Rowhouse:

118

(43% of the
family units)
Walk-Up:

0
Elevator: 272
- 115 elderly
- 157 family
130

Elderly:

Rowhouse:

120
Family:

(48% of the
family units)

270
Total:

Walk-Up: 0
Elevator: 260

390

Open Space
12 car wash
areas

129 private
entrances

9 child play

145 private

areas

Location of
Community Ctr.

Private Areas

yards

7 tot lots

Demolition

Adjacent to
building 7 next
to Overlook
Park

Buildings

New Roads

3 and 6

4

1 Basketball
court
2 gardens
6 tot lots

125 private

Replaces build-

Building 5

8 gardens
1 Basketball

entrances
149 private

ing 5 near the
Washington

is demolished
and buildings

Street entrance

7 and 8 are

court

1

partially
demolished.

- 120 elderly
- 140 family

C
$25,172,260

Elderly:
115
Family:
277
Total:
392

Rowhouse:

128

(46% of the
family units)
Walk-Up:

49

Elevator: 215
- 115 elderly
- 100 family

4 tot lots
3 child play
areas

116 private
entrances

An adult center

Building 6 is

replaces build-

demolished

83(

6 and a child
center is in the

and building
3 is partially

3 gardens

undemolished

demolished.

1 Basketball
court

half of building

1 auto repair

are a

yards

private

3

I

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL CHARACTERISTICS

Proposal

Number of

& Its Cost

Units

D
$35,140,000

Elderly:
108
Family:
307-312
Total:
415-420

.E
$29,895,000

Building Types

UNKNOWN -- NO
BREAKDOWN BY
BUILDING TYPE
PROVIDED.

Location of
Community Ctr.

Demolition

Open Space

Private Areas

14-15 child
play areas
Commonwealth
Gardens

105-115
private entrances
112-124
private yards

Potential
According to
demolition of
the site plan
used, the center building 3
is either in the in site plan
alternative
undemolished
part of building 1.
3 or next to
building 12.

2 teen areas

Plaza

Elderly:

Rowhouse:

118

8 child play

128 private

Adult and child

Partial demo-

122
Family:

(42% of the
family units)

areas
5 collective
yards

entrances
private
125
yards

282
Total:

Walk-Up: 0
Elevator: 286

1 Basketball
court

centers are located between
buildings 2,3,

lition of
buildings 34,
5, and 8-13.

404

New Roads

1

--A

9, and 12.

- 122 elderly
- 164 family

F
$24,985,000

Elderly
110
Family:
291
Total:
401

Rowhouse:

100

(34% of the
family units)
Walk-Up: 46
Elevator: 255
- 110 elderly
- 145 family

4 child play
areas

132 private
entrances

Between build-

Building 3 is

ings 7 & 8, next

demolished &

3 gardens

112 private
yards

to Overlook Park

buildings 9

1 car wash &
repair area

and 12 are
partially
demolished.

2
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PROPOSAL A --

COMMONWEALTH COURTS

This team' s total rehabilitation costs amounted to the $25,147,000.
They provided 390 units -units

(14 handicap).

none in walk-ups,

115 elderly units (12 handicap) and 275 family

Of the apartments provided, 118 were in townhouses,

and 272 in

elevator buildings.

Bedroom Size
Family:

Building Type
Row

1 BR -

43(2)*

1

Walk-Up

Elevator

0

0

43

2 BR -

107(5)

0

0

107

3 BR -

90(5)

85

0

5

4 BR -

30(2)

28

0

2

5

0

0

118

0

157

5 BR -

5

Subtotal:

275(14)

Elderly:
1 BR -

105 (10)

0

0

105

2 BR -

10 (2)

0

0

10

Subtotal:

115(12)

0

0

115

TOTAL:

390(26)

118

0

275

* Parentheses indicate handicap-units.
Objectives
Team A had four objectives:
1)

To maximize security by providin g "new public streets

through presently inaccessable areas, bringing activity
and surveillance to more parts of the site."
2)

To improve the image of Commonwealth by creating a more
residential image via courts which would decrease area
density, and landscaping and facade treatment which
would make the courts more distinctive in appearance.
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3)

To improve livability. One method of doing this was
by increasing the number of private entrances.

4)

To improve the manaoeability of the site by reducing
the number of midrises and by "eliminating 'dead' site
areas. "2

Site
A number of concepts were employed in the site planning.

Areas were

designed to draw activity away from the "natural magnet" of Commonwealth
Avenue via the creation of new streets and the location of recreational
areas.

The site was aimed at increasing street activity and resident

surveillance opportunites.

The main community center was located in a

place that took advantage of the facilities in Overlook Park, acting as
a link between the "built and unbuilt parts of the development."3

The

Community Center's location encourages the use of the park's play equipment for the child care facilities housed in the Center.

Four new

streets were introduced to break the site up, reduce speeding, and make
the site resemble a residential neighborhood.

129 private apartment

entrances were used to meet the team's livability and security objectives.
Buildings were divided into courts in an attempt to create "more identifiable areas," foster a communal spirit, replicate neighborhood scale,
increase security, and lower density.

Finally, "semi-private halls and

lobbies were used as buffers between public, semi-public, and private
areas"4 (see Team A's site plan, next page).
No large units are above the first floor, and most of the units in
the lowrises have private access.

All townhouses are on the first floors

and one and two bedroom flats are on the upper floors.
a separate ground entry via a lobby.
by the duplexes.

The flats have

The basements are used for storage

5
The unit distribution for team A is the following:

TEAM "A"SITE PLAN

OVERLOO.K PM(

COMMONWEALTH AVEMUE
ACCESS ROAD
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Building

Total

Unit Distribution
1BR

2BR

1

52

5

-

-

-

57

2

53

5

-

-

-

58

3

D E MO L I

-

-

0

3BR

S H E D

4BR

5BR

4

8

27

9

-

-

44

5

8

27

9

-

-

44

-

-

0

-

44

D E M O L I S H E D

6

9

7
8

-

30

5

-

-

5

13

3

21

9

2

5

20

6

-

33

10

4

3

8

3

-

18

11

4

4

7

3

-

18

12

4

7

15

4

1

31

13

4

4

12

1

1

22

148

117

90

30

5

390

Recreational Facilities
Twelve car wash areas, 7 tot lots, 6 child play areas, and 16 sitting
nodes are clustered around courts.
court.

There are no play areas in

the elderly

Replacing building 6 are two sitting areas, one tot lot and child

play area, and an active play area.
building 7 with access

The Community Center is adjoining

to the play facilities

provided by Overlook Park.

The ground floor of the Centerhouses theday care areaand theafter school
centers.

On the first floor are mangement and community offices and a

meeting hall.
Victoria in

This team proposed that Lilli
the South Fnd.

Ann Rosenberg who worked with Villa

develop an arts program for the development.

6
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PROPOSAL B
The total redevelopment cost of proposal B is $25,999,400.
plan produces 390 units --

120 elderly and 270 family.

This

One hundred and

thirty apartments are located in townhouses, none in walk-ups, and two
7
hundred and seventy are in elevator buildings.

Bedroom Size
Family:

Building Type
Row

Walk-Up

Elevator

1 BR - 43

0

0

43

2 BR -

97

0

0

97

3 BR -

95

95

0

0

4 BR -

30

30

0

0

5 BR -

5

5

0

0

130

0

140

Subtotal:

270

Elderly:
1 BR -

108

0

0

108

2 BR -

12

0

0

12

Subtotal:

120

0

0

120

TOTAL:

390

130

0

260

Team B made

the following development assumptions:

1)

Buildings will be gutted and internally rebuilt.

2)

Building 5 and parts of buildings 7 and 8 will be
demolished.

3)

The elderly will be in buildings 1 and 2 with families
Three to five bedroom units
in the remaining buildings.
will be scattered over the total site on the lowest levels
of buildings with street level, private entries.

4)

Play and social areas for each age group (elderly, adult,
teens, and younger children) will be provided.
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5)

The community center and management offices will replace
building 5.

6)

Different colors on exterior windows, doors, and panels
will identify buildings.

7)

Defensible space will be encouraged around bus stops and
the elderly buildings.

8)

Large units will have private, fenced yards. Fences
will be wooden and 6 feet high between units and 4 feet
wide between private and semi-public pedestrian space
to the rear of the buildings.

9)

Tenants will be responsible for maintaining their yards
and for their trash disposal.

10)

This proposal seeks to minimize maintenance, development,
and construction costs. 8

The 390 apartments provided in this design are distributed thr oughout the site in townhouses and elevator buildings:
Total

Unit Distribution

Building
1BR

2BR

3BR

4BR

-

-

5BR
60

1

546

2

54

6

3

10

26

6

2

44

4

10

26

6

2

44

5

D E M O L I

6

18

12

6

39

7

5

12

3

22

8

2

15

1

21

9

6

21

2

36

10

2

9

14

11

2

9

14

12

3

10

13

3

60

S H E D

18
1

10

18
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Recreational Areas
"Public recreational areas are tied together to overlook one another,
A pedes-

but are clearly defined to accommodate separate activities."

This walk goes from the Community

trian walk is located on the site,

Center entrance across the street linking Fidelis Way, along the back
yards of buildings 12 and 13 where it breaks into two walkways, one
leading to Overlook Park and the other leading to the tot lot between
buildings 8 and 9.

Play areas are located throughout the development.

There are 6 tot lots, with at least one in every family neighborhood.
Areas for barbecuing and light sports are provided between buildings 7
and 8.

A play area for younger children is located between buildings

8 and 9 and is equipped with a picnic area and spray pool.
eight gardens throughout the site neighborhoods.
and management offices replace building 5.
provided in

the Community Center,

There are

The Community Center

A teen "hangout" will be

next to management offices,

and will

include an outdoor sitting area.9
Vehicular Circulation
Traffic through the site will be concentrated on the "one-way street
running from Washington Street between buildings 4 and 12 and 3 and 9
to Commonwealth Avenue."10

Traffic will enter the site by the manage-

ment offices and Community Center.

This street runs along the rear of

buildings and is lined with trees and sidewalk.

The Fidelis Way link

acts as a driveway to individual parking spaces for buildings 6, 7, 8, 9,
12, and 13.

This two-lane two-way driveway has four speed bumps, two at

the point of entry and two near the pedestrian promenade.

The parking

spaces along this driveway will be located at, or near, family units,
allowing residents to turn directly into their space.

The parking will
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be brokenup by planting and landscaping and will be buffered from the
family units by a grade change.

Two hundred and eighty spaces are pro-

vided throughout the site11 (see team B site plan, next page).
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PROPOSAL C
The total development cost of team C's proposal was $25,172,260.
392 units are provided.

277 of these apartments are designated for

elderly use with 16 of them handicap units.

These apartments are housed

ments and 13 of these are handicap units.
in all three building types

--

115 units are elderly apart-

townhouses, walk-ups, and elevator

buildings:12
Bedroom Size
Family:
1 BR -

37(2)*

Building Type
Row

Walk-Up

Elevator

0

1(0)

36(2)

0

48(0)

64(6)

2 BR -

112(6)

3 BR -

91(5)

91(5)

0

0

4 BR -

32(2)

32(2)

0

0

5 BR -

5(1)

5(1)

0

0

Subtotal:

277(16)

49(0)

128(8)

100(8)

Elderly:
1 BR -

103(11)

0

0

103(11)

2 BR -

12(2)

0

0

12(2)

0

0

115(13)

Subtotal:

115(13)

TOTAL:

392(29)

49(0)

128(8)

215(21)

* Parenthesis indicate handicap units.
There is

a "protective enclosure" around buildings 1 and 2,

location of the elderly units.

the

Building 3 is partially demolished and

the land is designated for the elderly.

Building 6 is demolished and the

space is used for the Community Center and for parking for buildings 5
and 7.

Buildings, 4, 5, and 7 are for smaller families with larger du-

plexes on the first two floors.

Large family triplexes are in buildings
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9 through 13, with 5 bedroom units at building ends.

In building 8, du-

Large family units are

plex over duplex units house smaller families.

distributed throughout the site and have front and back yards.

The dis-

tribution of the units throughout the development is the following: 13
Buildings

Unit Distribution
1BR

2BR

1

52

6

2

51

6

3

D E M O L I

Total
4BR

5BR

-

-

-

58

-

-

-

57

-

-

-

3BR

S H E D

4

8

24

10

-

-

42

5

8

24

10

-

-

42

-

-

-

S H E D

6

D E M O L I

7

20

16

10

-

-

46

8

1

31

12

-

-

44

9

0

4

17

12

10

0

2

8

4

-

14

11

0

2

8

4

-

14

12

0

5

10

7

2

24

13

0

4

6

5

2

17

1

34

Community Spaces
Two community spaces are provided close to the development's main
Building 3 is

entrance at Washington Street.

the remainder is used for day care.
Community Center replaces it.

partially demolished and

Building 6 is demolished and the main

Four tot lots, four child play areas, three

gardens, one basketball court, and one auto repair area are located
throughout the site.

The gardens are in the elderly area, behind building

9, and northwest of building 7.

Artwork is provided at buildings 1 and
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2, outside the child and community centers, and between buildings 12 and
13 off the new street linking Fidelis Way.14
Parking is within 150 feet of the unit served, making cars visible
from the apartments.

For buildings 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10, parking is

along the edges of the site.
used to slow traffic.

Rounded turns and extended walkways are

All of the streets are two-way.

The Fidelis loop

is maintained but the speed curve is replaced by parking and speed bumps.
In addition, a new street connecting Fidelis Way between buildings 5 and
11 is also introduced.

Hedges, fencing, retaining walls, and raised

patios define the pedestrian circulation system5 (see team C site plan
on next page).

'TEAM "C"SITE PLAN
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PROPOSAL D --

COMMONWEALTH GARDENS

Team D offered two alternatives for the location of the elderly
buildings.

These alternatives change the unit mix accordingly.

native one uses buildings 1 and 2 for the elderly units.

Alter-

This alternative

produces 415 units:
1BR -

150

2BR -

132

3BR -

101

4BR -

26

5BR -

6

Alternative 2 provides elderly units in buil dings two and three and results in the construction of 420 units:
1BR -

156

2BR -

136

3BR -

98

4BR -

24

5BR -

6

Either alternative would cost $35,140,000.
Planning Principles
Team D expected the development to have a 40 year life and developed
it's planning principles accordingly.

These principles were:

1)

Secure the longterm livability and management of the
homes and the site.

2)

Create defensible space by creating private, semiprivate, semi-public, and public spaces.

3)

Reconnect Commonwealth with the neighborhood by
making public spaces and paths more inviting.

4)

Create flexible spaces.
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5)

Change the image of the site and public housing by providing larger apartments, more private spaces, landscaping
and facade articulation, and pitched roofs.

6)

Talk with the BHA and residents to appropriately modify
plans and designs. 1 7

Site Plan
The site plan sought to "create the impression of a residential
environment by creating a hierarchy of spaces." 1 8

A new street connecting

Fidelis Way between buildings 5 and 10 acts as a link between Commonwealth
Avenue and Washington Street.

The area between buildings 3 and 4 and the

right of way adjacent to the Synagogue Kademah-Toros are paved, lighted,
and landscaped for a pedestrian path.

Pedestrian circulation along the

edges of the site leads to the new open spaces in the development.
19
262 parking spaces are also distributed throughout the site.

The open and recreational spaces the design provides are the focus
of pedestrian circulation.
between buildings 12 and 13.

The "Commonwealth Gardens Plaza" is

located

In alternate 1, building 3 is partially

demolished and rehabilitated for use as part of the main Community Center.
A portion of the center will be newly constructed and adjoining building
3.

In alternate 2, the center is built next to building 12, using some

of the existing space in that building.
Community Center is

In both alternatives, the

across from the plaza.

This plaza can be used for

"outdoor meetings, celebrations, entertainment, playing, sitting, or
talking."20

The plaza is characterized by its landscaping, level changes

and surface changes.

The Community Center has management, maintenance,

and tenant offices and community activity areas.

The plaza's pedestrian

promenade cuts diagonally across the site and is proposed as one of the
primary community, pedestrian, and activity areas21 (see team D site
plans on the next page).

0

TEAM "D" SITE

PLAN -ALTERNATIVE
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PROPOSAL E
Team E proposes the development of 404 row and elevator units.
units are for elderly use and 282 apartments serve families.
units are handicap apartments.

122

26 of the

The total development cost is

$29,895,000.22
Building Type

Bedroom Size

Walk-Up

Row

Family:
1 BR -

45(2)*

Elevator

0

0

45(2)

0

0

109(5)

2 BR -

109(5)

3 BR -

92(5)

86(0)

0

6(5)

4 BR -

31(1)

23(0)

0

3(1)

5 BR -

5(1)

4(0)

0

1(1)

118(0)

0

164(14)

Subtotal:

282(14)

Elderly:
1 BR -

112(11)

0

0

112(11)

2 BR -

10(1)

0

0

10(1)

Subtotal:

122(12)

0

0

122(12)

TOTAL:

404(26)

118(0)

0

286(26)

* Parentheses indicate handicap units.
Design Strategy
Team E's design strategy was the following:
1)

Lower density.

2)

Provide a better fit between family and building types.

3)

Address particular family lifestyles' needs by grouping
families by type and redesigning buildings to accommodate
the family type.

4)

Create a new set of communal areas.23
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The apartments are distributed throughout the development in

the

following manner:
Building

Total

Unit Distribution
3BR

4BR

5

-

-

66

61

5

-

-

66

3

7

16

1

-

24

4

7

16

1

-

24

5

7

16

1

-

24

6

3

31

2

1

7

11

30

1

2

8

16

8

24

9

18

14

32

10

10

2

12

10

2

12

1BR

2BR

1

61

2

-

11

5BR

37
1

45

12

19

3

22

13

13

3

16

Community Facilities
The community facilities are located in "clusters serving particular lifestyle groups."
throughout the site.

Eight child play areas and tot lots are located
Basketball courts, picnic areas, sitting and child

play areas are located outside of the midrise buildings.

The primary

community facility is located on the space between buildings 12, 3, and
4.

It

is

composed of two buildings --

adjacent child-oriented center.
room, akitchen, 4 small offices,
floor.

an adult-oriented building and an

The "adult" center has a subdivided meeting
and management offices on

the second

The "child" center has a day care and an after school centers
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with the appropriate facilities.

Surrounding the community facilities

are a picnic area, basketball and volleyball courts, and a small rose
garden. 25
"Private rear yards are fenced off with 7 foot fencing and wroughtiron fencing is used when the fence is visible to the public. 26

A seven

foot chain link fence surrounds the development and separates it from
the neighboring properties (see team E site plan on on next page).

TEAM"E"SITE PLAN
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PROPOSAL F --

COMMONWEALTH HILL

Team F proposes the development of 401 units -and 110 elderly apartments.

16 of the family units and 12 elderly units

are designated for the handicapped.
three building types --

291 family units

Team F located apartments in all

row, walk-up, and elevator buildings.

The total

cost of rehabilitation is $24,985,000.27
Building Type

Bedroom Size
Row

Family:

Walk-Up

Elevator

1 BR -

56(3)

0

0

56(3)

2 BR -

104(6)

0

15

89(6)

3 BR -

96(5)

73

23(5)

0

4 BR -

30(2)

22

8(2)

0

5 BR -

5(0)

5

0

0

Subtotal:

291(16)

100

46(7)

145(9)

Elderly:
1 BR -

96(10)

0

0

96(10)

2 BR -

14(2)

0

0

14(2)

0

110(12)

Subtotal:

110(12)

0

TOTAL:

401(28)

100

46(7)

255(21)

Site Planning
Buildings 1 and 2 are designated for elderly use.

Building 3 is

demolished, two stories are removed from the ends of the remaining 6 story
buildings, and portions of buildings 8, 9, and 12 are demolished.
units are located in buildings 4 through 7;

Family

Three, four, and five bedroom

townhouses are on the lower floors and one and two bedroom flats are above
Buildings 8 and 13 house three to five bedroom townhouses with twobedroom
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flats above the townhouses. 28
The roads were converted to two-way streets with right angle intersections to reduce speeding.

The right of way off Washington Street

was paved to create an additional street off of Washington.

A new road

off of Commonwealth Avenue linking both sides of Fidelis Way was also
created.

The streets are considered extensions of the streets outside

the development.

Rounded corners, medians, and extended sidewalks are

used to slow traffic.

Pedestrian circulation follows the road system.

Public and private walkways are differentiated by material and grade
changes. 29
Parking is largely associated with buildings and is provided in lots
behind sidewalk and street lines.

"Parking is differentiated by grade

and/or surface changes between streets and sidewalks."30

260 parking

spaces are provided.
The Community Center is a bi-level building and has a newly constructed portion adjoining a rehabilitated section of building 8.
enter off

You

the street onto the second level of the building where 6 offices,

an "all-purpose room equipped for half court basketball but useable for
other recreational purposes or large meetings," a terrace, balcony, and
reception area are located.

On the ground floor is the lower half of

the multi-purpose room, a day care center, after-school room, bathrooms,
storage, and locker rooms for the optional pool.

Maintenance space is

located in the basement of building 7.31
The 3 "major tot lot and child's play areas are on the pedestrian
paths near buildings 4 and 5, 6 and 7, and 10 and 11."32

A large play

and sitting area is on the corner of Fidelis Way behind building 10.
Three gardens are provided, 1 near the court between buildings 12 and 13
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near the new "link" street,
building 9.

1 in

Overlook Park,

and 1 northeast of

In addition, a car wash and repair area is provided at the

rear of building 7 (see team F sit plan on next page).
3
The distribution of units throughout the site is the following:

Building

Unit Distribution

1BR

2BR

1

48

2

48

3

Total

3BR

4BR

5BR

7

-

-

-

55

7

-

-

-

55

3

D E M OL I S H E D

-

-

0

4

14

22

6

2

-

44

5

14

22

6

2

-

44

6

14

22

6

2

-

44

7

14

22

6

2

-

44

8

0

3

10

4

1

18

9

-

-

19

9

-

28

10

-

-

12

2

-

14

11

-

-

12

2

-

14

12

-

6

10

3

2

21

13

-

6

10

2

2

20
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UNIT ANALYSIS
In this section, I analyze the unit design of the large-family
(3, 4, and 5 bedrooms) apartments in the lowrise buildings.
centrating on these units because of their importance in
bilitation's goal of improved livability.
environment in

which people live.

Therein,

I am con-

achieving reha-

The apartment is the primary
its

design must maximize the
A poorly

unit's ability to accommodate the activities of the family.

designed apartment can increase maintenance problems, e.g., due to a
circulation system which results in traffic through the living and dining
areas of the apartment, pose functional problems via the manner in which
rooms relate

to one another

(particularly the dining room and kitchen),

and inconvenience residents.

Furthermore, the 1979 CPR'study cited the

unit designs as one of the primary problems of the site (refer to the
plans on pages 35 and 36).
To insure that my analysis was compatible with those of CTA and BHA,
I used the kit's criteria for analyzing the unit plans.

These criteria

were the following:
1)

Size -- three bedroom units had to be a minimum of
1200 sf, four bedrooms a minimum of 1400 sf, and
five bedroom units a minimum of 1600 sf.

2)

Entry -- entrances had to lead into a vestibule or
hall with a closet. This area had to be separate
from other parts of the unit.

3)

Circulation -- traffic
and cooking areas.

4)

Living Area -- the living area had to be separate from
the dining area.

5)

Dining Area -- the dining area was to be separate from
the living room and accessable to the kitchen.

should bypass the living,

dining,
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6)

Kitchen -- kitchens had to be large enough for several
people to work comfortably, had to provide a counter or
have room for a small table, and receive direct or
indirect light.

7)

Bedrooms -- bedrooms should be a minimum of 120 square
feet, be large enough for play and sleep, and have a
closet.

8)

Baths -- 1 1/2 baths for three bedroom units and 2 baths
for four and five bedroom apartments must be provided.

9)

Laundry Room -with washer and
be in locations
and not readily

10)

each large family unit will be equipped
dryer hook-ups. These hook-ups should
convenient to clothes collection sites
visible to visitors.

Storage - each unit will be provided bulk storage space.35

These were the criteria I used to evaluate the unit designs.

I view

these criteria as appropriate for evaluating unit circulation, the relationship between the rooms, and for determining whether the apartment
designs can accommodate the daily activities of a large family.

Each

team was required to submit typical drawings of the 3 and 5 bedroom lowrise apartments.

Based on these drawings, I evaluated the unit plans,

applying the stated criteria.

UNIT DESIGN SUMMARY

Design
A

Unit Sizes

Circulation

Living Area

Dining Area

Meet BHA mini

Generally poor. In the 3BR

Dining areas

mum property
standards.

Circulation
goes through
ground floor
rooms with a
"dead" space
that receives
a lot of traffic. The
laundry is

are large and
close to the
kitchen.

behind the
stairs in the
5BR unit. This
is not only a
poor location
but presents
circulation
problems.

flat and the
5 BR duplex,
this area is
either poorly
defined or
accessed
through the
kitchen. The
3BR duplex
living room
is adequate.

Bedrooms

Laundry

Bedrooms are Most of the
either small apartments
have the w/d
or large.
hook-ups in
good locations
but in the
5BR unit it
is behind the
1st floor
stairs and is
accessed
through the
living room.

H

UNIT DESIGN SUMMARY

Design

Unit Sizes

B

The 3 BR flat
is small, the
3BR duplex is
large, but the
5BR duplex is
just adequate.

Circulation
Traffic into
the 3BR flat 's
dining area
infringes on
the living
area. In the
3BR duplex, no
third wall defines the li ving room. In
5BR unit, yo u

have to go
through the
living room t0
get to the
laundry.

Living Area

Dining Area

Bedrooms

Laundry

In the 3BR
flat, the living anddining
areas are
combined. The
area in the
3BR duplex is
small and the
5BR unit's

Except for the
3BR flat, there
is no counter
between, or
pass-thru to,
the kitchen.

Each of the
duplexes
have a small
(110sf) bedroom.

In poor lo-

living room
has no structure.

cations --

in the entrance vestibule and in
the bath off
the living
room.

UNIT DESIGN SUMMARY

Design
C

D

Unit Sizes
LARGE

LARGE

Circulation

Living Area

Good circula-

Large and

tion which bypasses living,
dining, and
cooking areas.

separate from

Good circulation which bypasses living,
dining, and
cooking areas.

Dining Area
Close to the
kitchen with

Laundry

Bedrooms

All are at
least 120

dining room.

a pass-thru to square feet
the kitchen.

Separate from
dining area
with doors
closing off
room.

Generally close
to kitchen and
separate from
living area.

Conveniently
located on
the 2nd floor.

Rooms are
Most laundries
all over120 are located
square feet,
except for
4 & 5 BR
triplexes,
each of
which has a
110sf bedroom.

in a 2nd floor
room, but in
the 4BR flat
it

is located

in the bath.

Q
4s

UNIT DESIGN SUMMARY

Design

Unit Sizes

E

Units are all
below the Kit's
minimum standards.

F

ADEQUATE

Circulation
You have to

Living Area
No wall di-

Dining Area
Combined with

Bedrooms

Room are all, Located in
at least 120 the basesquare feet. ment.

vides living
go through
unit to get to area from
dining area.
rear stairs
leading to upstair bedrooms.

living area
with a passthru to kitchen

Clean. Bypasses living,
dining, and
cooking areas.

5BR dining roort
is separated
from kitchen
by a set of
stairs. Other
dining areas

Small.

are next to
kitchen.

from 120-131

Large and is
separate from
dining area.

Laundry

The

Located in

3BR unit

the base-

has two

ment.

110 sf bedrooms and
others range
square feet

CD'
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DESIGN A
3 Bedroom Units
The typical lowrise apartments depicted in this proposal were three
bedroom handicap flats and three and five bedroom duplexes.
1307 square feet.

The entrance is on the gound level.

The flat is

Residents enter

into a vestibule with a closet down the hall at the corner of the
living room.

Circulation through the unit bypasses the dining area,

kitchen, and living room but the dining area is behind, and accessed
through, the kitchen.

Hence, if guests were invited to dinner, they have

to go through the kitchen to get to other parts of the house (see plan).
The living and dining areas are separate from one another and are large.
The unit has a sufficient number of baths, closets, and storage facilities.

The bedrooms are small and all of them do not meet the minimum

property standards outlined by HUD.
feet, and 99 square feet.

They are 150 square feet, 117 square

The laundry facilities are located in the

kitchen.
The three bedroom duplex is 1550 square feet.
vestibule with a closet.

There is a 9 foot by 4 foot "dead space" be-

tween the entrance and the stairs.
traffic.

You enter into a

This area will receive a lot

of

You have to pass through it to get in and out of the apartment,

upstairs, and to the dining and living area.
toys are deposited and left.
to get to the kitchen.

This could be dangerous if

You also go though some of the dining room

The living room is large with three windows.

It

is separate from the dining area and kitchen but is not visually separate
from the other rooms.

The dining room is next to the kitchen and is

large enough for several people.

The kitchen is a little small.

is no room for a table but there is a lot of counter space.

There

A pass-thru
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leads to the dining area, but the traffic imposes

on the dining room.

There are no bathrooms on the first floor, but there is one on the
second and third floors.
the only one on the floor.
floor.

On the second floor there is a large bedroom,
A deck and activity area are also on this

I got the impression that this bedroom is for adults, but why
There are 2 third floor bedrooms --

would they need an activity area?

one large (180 square feet) and one small (104 square feet).

The

laundry is conveniently located on the second floor, and there is adeqate storage and closet space (see plan).
5 Bedroom Units
The five bedroom duplex is large (2114 square feet) and has a vestibule entrance.

The circulation in the unit is poor.

off areas on the first floor.
room is directly to your right.

Few walls divide

You walk into the apartment and the living
The laundry room is behind the kitchen

wall and the stairs leading to upper level bedrooms.
is again a "dead" space in front of the stairway.

In addition, there

Traffic goes through

this area and through the dining area to get to the kitchen.

In addition,

because the laundry is located on the first floor next to the living room,
you have to go up and down the stairs and through the living room to get
clothes to the laundry (see plan).

Dining and living areas are separate;

the kitchen is large; and bedrooms are small to large (121, 132, 156, 182,
and 189 square feet).
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3 BEDROOM HANDICAPPED APARTMENT
1307 sq. ft.
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DESIGN B
3 Bedroom Units
Three bedroom handicap flats and three and five bedroom duplexes
were the typical lowrise unit plans presented in this proposal.

The

three bedroom flat is smaller than the Developer's Kit's minimum property
standards (1042 sf).

Residents enter into a vestibule with a closet.

Circulation bypasses the living area, dining room, and kitchen to get to
the bedrooms.

However, the living and dining areas are combined and the
Hence, if you eat in the dining room, you have

kitchen is not an eat-in.

In addition, traffic is always pouring past

traffic in the living room.
the kitchen.

The combined living/dining rooms do not allow for ease in

furniture rearrangements.

Also there is no pass-thru or counter linking

the kitchen to the dining area.
the unit's main corridor.

The kitchen is large but it opens onto

The bedrooms are of sufficient size, but only

one bathroom is provided the apartment and the laundry room is in the
entrance vestibule.
The three bedroom duplex is 1372 square feet.

When you enter, you

have to traverse a fourteen foot hall to get to the unit's living area.
The circulation is only fair.

There is no third wall structuring the

living room hence you walk right into it from the entrance hall.

Unless

you barricade the area with furniture, the room is not completely off
the main circulation path of the unit.
a little small (121 sf).

In addition, the living room is

The dining area is separate from the living

room.

It has two windows, and is accessed from the kitchen by a pass-

thru.

The dining room is just large enough for a table seating six.
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Although circulation bypasses the area, the traffic to the kitchen and
upstairs may be annoying.

The kitchen is large enough for several; enough

closets and storage space are provided; and the apartment has 1 1/2 baths.
At 110 square feet, one of the bedrooms is small, and the laundry facilities are located in the hall by the entrance.
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3 BR DUPLEX
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5 Bedroom Units
The five bedroom duplex is a little below the kit's minimum property
standards at approximately 1550 square feet.

You enter into a vestibule

with a set of stairs which lead up to the main floor.
provided.

No hall closet is

Although the circulation bypasses the dining room and kitchen,

you have to go through the living room to get to the bath and laundry
(they are one and the same).
shaped room.

The living area is

one big irregularly

It is separate from the dining room, but it lacks structure.

The dining room is adjacent to the kitchen which has a pass-thru and receives no indirect or direct sunlight.
several.

The kitchen is large enough for

The bedrooms are 110 and 147 square feet --

The apartment is provided with two bathrooms.

small and adequate.

On is on the first floor

and houses the laundry and the second is on the second floor.
no bathroom on the third floor where the fifth bedroom is.

There is
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DESIGN C
3 Bedroom Units
Three and five bedroom duplexed were the typical lowrise units presented by team C (next page).
feet.

The three bedroom apartment is 1340 square

The front door leads into a vestibule with a

and the stairs up to your left.

closet to the right

The stairs near the entrance prevent

traffic to the upper level bedrooms from infringing on the ground floor
Circulation is

activities.

good,

with first

living areas bypassed by traffic.
dining room and is
arrangements.

large

The living room is

(116 X 13 8)

is

cooking,

and

separate from the

allowing for a number of furniture

The dining area is across from the kitchen, has a window,

and is big enough for a table at 10
sunlight,

floor dining,

0

0

X 110.

The kitchen receives no

big enough for several people to work comfortably,

a pass-thru to the dining room.

and has

All the bedrooms are at least 120 square

The laundry is ~conveniently located on the second floor next to

feet.

the bath, large closets are provided in the bedrooms, and the apartment
has one bath on the second and on the third floors.
5 Bedroom Units
The five bedroom triplex is 1825 square feet.

It has a vestibule

entrance and the stairs to the upper levels are to the left.

The circu-

lation and the unit layout are similar to that of the three bedroom triplex.

All the bedrooms are large enough for play and sleep; closets are

large; and the laundry is also on the second floor.
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DESIGN D
3 Bedroom Units
Typical lowrise three bedroom flats, duplexes, and triplexes, four
bedroom flats and triplexes, and five bedroom triplexes were depicted
(see next page).

All the three bedroom units are over 1200 square feet

and have vestibule entrances.
dining, and living areas.

Circulation is

good,

bypassing the cooking,.

All dining and living rooms are separate.

Either balconies or bay windows are in most of the three bedrooms and
Kitchen and bedrooms are adequate in size.

living rooms.

In the flat,

the laundry hook-ups are in the full bath, and in the triplexes the
laundry is in an "extra room" on the second floor.
4 Bedroom Units
The four bedroom flat is 1539 square feet and the triplex is 1290
square feet.

The circulation bypasses ground floor rooms, separate

dining and living areas are featured, and bedrooms are large.
closing off

Doors

the living room, and living rooms with bay windows and/or

terraces, are included in this design.

Laundrys are located outside

the second floor baths.
5 Bedroom Units
The five bedroom triplex is 1863 square feet.

It has a rear entry

that is not significantly different from the front entry.
is good,

Circulation

The dining and living areas are distinct, and the living room

has a terrace.
are small -

The kitchen is large enough for several people.

110 and 120 square feet.

The laundry is

located in

Bedrooms
an

"textra" room on the second floor that looks large enough to be a bedroom.

121

4 BEDROOM FLAT
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1st floor
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FIVE BEDROOM UNIT
2nd floor

3rd floor
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DESIGN E
3, 4, and 5 Bedroom Units
The typical three, four, and five bedroom duplexes in proposal E
were all a little small (see plans next page).

Each had stairs to a

raised patio which lead into an entrance hall with a closet.

Stairs

leading to the upper levels were in the rear of the apartment so people
would have to traverse the unit's main corridor to get to the upstairs
bedrooms.

Partitions did not divide the living and dining areas, hence,

they were essentially combined.

A pass-thru in the kitchen (which is

large) allows access to the living room.

In the three bedroom apartment,

one bedroom the width of the apartment is located on the second floor.
This bedroom has a private bath and two closets.

In the four bedroom

unit two bedrooms are on each floor; and the five bedroom townhouse has
two bedrooms on the second and three on the third.
located in the basement.

Laundry hook-ups are
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DESIGN F
3, 4, and 5 Bedroom Units
The three and four bedroom townhouses

(see plans next page) have

stairs which lead to a vestibule with a closet.
to the upstairs bedrooms.

The circulation is very "clean" bypassing the

living, dining, and cooking areas.
the dining area.

These stairs also lead

The living rooms are separate from

The dining area is fairly large with counters between

it and the kitchen.

In addition, the dining room can be closed off.

The

kitchens are large, however, bedrooms are small (120 and 125 square feet).
Each unit has one bath on each of the upper floors,
are located in

the basement.

and laundry facilities

The five bedroom townhouse follows

this

basic plan, however, the dining room and kitchen are separated by a set
of stairs.
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4 BEDROOM DUPLEX

Living Room
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5 BEDROOM DUPLEX
GROUND FLOOR

46
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UNIT DESIGN SUMARY
-

The unit designs were generally adequate,

poor circulation.

Design A suffered from

However, laundry rooms were in good locations and

dining and cooking areas related well.

Circulation was also problematic

in design B where you had to go though, or pass, the living room to get
to other parts of the unit.

B provided either large or small bedrooms on

the average and laundry hook-ups were located in inconvenient places (the
entrance vestibule).

Rooms were large,

The unit plans for C were good.

traffic through the apartment was fairly controlled,'and laundry facilities were conveniently located on the second floor.
were also good.

Team D's unit plans

Separate living and dining rooms were provided along

with good-size bedrooms.

E had several problems:

located at the rear of the unit;
living and dining areas;

and,

(4)

(2)

(1)

internal stairs

basement laundry rooms;

(3)

small apartments and bedrooms.

combined
Design

F had good circulation and separate dining and living rooms, but the bedrooms were generally small and the laundry facilities were located in
the basement.

Appendix Three.

A detailed summary of the unit plans is presented in
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CHAPTER SIX -

CTA AND BHA PROPOSAL EVALUATIONS

In this chapter I present the CTA and BHA proposal evaluations.
After outlining the evaluations of each group, I compare the results
by translating the BRA evaluation system into the CTA's.

This serves

to highlight the differences and similarities between the two reviews.
Commonwealth Tenants Association Evaluation
The Commonwealth Tenants Association Review Committee was
particularly
security.

concerned with the image of Commonwealth,

unit design,

and

Their evaluation of the proposals reflected their concern for

these issues.

1
The proposals were ranked in the following order:

Rank

Team

1

C

2

F

3

A

4

E

5

B

6

D

The rationale ,for these ranks will be presented in the following pages.
The evaluation summaries which follow are based on the memorandum the
CTA presented the redevelopment Director October 21st, 1981.
Team C with John M. Corcoran and Company as developer and TiseWilhelm and Associates as the architects was ranked first.
favorite of both the residents and the BHA.

It was the

In their report, the

residents stated that the "play space between sets of two units,
closet doors,

large bedrooms,

large living rooms,

large closets,

hinged
good
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layout of units, and good locations for washers and dryers were con2
sidered to be positive aspects of the plan."

Building entries were

differentiated by bay windows and the community center was in a fairly
central location.

The plan provided a slightly fewer number of elderly

units (115) in an effort to maximize the number of family apartments
located in townhouses (46%) and limit the number located in the midrise
buildings.

Demolition was limited to two buildings (buildings 3 and 6),

and a new street was added with corners squared to mirror average city
street patterns.
Design F was ranked second.
$24,985,000.

It provided 401 units at a cost of

This design featured laundry facilities on a roof deck at

the end of the hall.

This was favorably received by the tenants.

However, they were concerned about the safety of going down a long
corridor to a laundry entrance that was not visible from the hall.

In

addition,-elderly bedrooms were small and "some problems with storage
space location and quantity"3 were noted.

Positive aspects of the

proposal were the "basement storage space for family units, townhouses
surrounding a courtyard (some having private yards), an attractive
community center,

large closets, many windows,

large bedrooms,

and

smaller living rooms, yet dead-end designed providing more wall space
and little doorway interruption."
Proposal A was third.
bedroom,

It

was noted for its

two bedroom handicapped,

"adequate to large" one

and three bedroom duplex units.

"The

4
large unfinished storage space in the three bedroom duplexes" and the

canopies used to differentiate townhouse entrances were received
favorably.

However, bedrooms in the two and five bedroom apartments
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were considered small, and the dining room in the five bedroom apartment
difficult to furnish.

In addition, "one bedroom units included a

5
poorly designed dining area."

Proposal E was ranked fourth.
development,

"unnecessary"

The seven foot fence around the

fountain, play areas on medians in

the middle

of parking lots, and basement laundry and storage rooms were considered
undesirable.

In addition, bedrooms were generally small.

The topping

off of buildings 3, 4, and 5 and the partial demolition of buildings
8 through 13 were viewed unfavorably and were key in pushing the price
($29,895,000) past the 26 million dollar limit.
Although proposal B was not ranked last, tenants had few positive
comments about the design.

The design located the washer and dryer

hook-ups in "awkward" places (in the entrance vestibule); tot lots were
near the elderly buildings; and the community center was not in a
central location.

These problems earned this proposal a rank of "5".

Proposal D was ranked last.
negative aspects of this plan

The CTA noted the positive and

however, they felt that the negative

points outweighed the positive ones.

The positive aspects of plan D

6
were the "private yards, pitched roofs, and attractive elderly units."

Negatively, bedrooms were small, "washers and dryers were in poor
locations," and parking spaces were poorly distributed throughout the
site.

Storage compartments outside an apartment's door raised the

question of storage security.

In addition, residents felt that the

design did not justify the $35,140,000 cost.

Tenants considered the

apartments "overdesigned" with ineffective use of space via the inclusion
of large dining rooms, balconies, and "dining nooks".
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Boston Housing Authority Evaluation
The BHA evaluated three major areas:
quality (for a maximum of 32 points),
points), and price (20 points).

design and construction

developer qualifications

(24

Design and construction quality were

evaluated in accordance with the design and construction criteria in
To assess the qualifications of

Appendix K of the Developer's Kit.

the developer the BHA "examined the team members' experience in the
design, development, and construction of family housing, previous
involvement in subsidized housing, experience in large-scale projects,
and experience in rehabilitation.''7

In addition, the proposals were

examined to determine whether any aspect of a team's proposal would
prevent the project's successful completion.
competitive price were assessed.

Lastly, the value and

"Value refered to the relationship

between the total

price of the proposal and the quality of all

of the proposal.

Competitive proce... referred to how the submissions

8
ranked against each other in regard to total price."

aspects

As a result of

9
their evaluation, the BHA ranked the proposals in the following order:

Rank

Team

1

C

2

B

3

F

4

A

5

D

6

E
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Design C
Design C was ranked first.

In

this plan two buildings "in
buildings 3 and 6.

densest part of the site" were demolished -munity facilities replace these buildings.

the
Com-

The child care center is

located in the undemolished part of building 3, and the primary community
center replaces building 6.

Although the child care center is close to

the elderly complex, it has "the benefit of having extensive outdoor
space for children's activities."10
In addition, a new street between buildings 3 and 10 and 5 and 13
links Washington Street and Commonwealth Avenue.

Pedestrian circulation

is well defined and follows natural paths.
In the elderly buildings, the number of entrances were minimized
"to control access by outsiders."

This design located the least number
Midrise duplexes were on

of family units in midrise buildings (100).
the ground floors and lobbies were small.
private entrances.

All the lowrise units have

Since the majority of lowrise apartments were

triplexes, common entrances were eliminated.

"Unit plans were good,

with only occasional awkward circulation."11

Most living rooms were

private, bedrooms were large, and "some duplexes have balconies which
can serve as a second means of egress."

12

This team was favored because of its simple structure and experienced members.
considered superior.

The competitive price and value of the proposal was
Team C received 68 points.

Design B
Proposal B's "simple and straightforward" design was ranked second.
There is one main road between buildings 5 and 10.

This street runs
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through the development, but is not buffered from the buildings by
yards.

This was considered a security problem.

Fidelis Way is used as

a driveway, providing drive-in parking all along its loop.

Backyards

were considered "well defined" and front yards were reinforced by
terracing and berming up from the parking area.

However a lot of the

open space was unassigned and not "developed" or "articulated".

While

the community facilities were well located (but poorly designed) by the
Washington Street entrance,

the elderly facilities were "scattered" with

the elderly buildings unrelated to the site's circulation system.
The usability and security of the units was "dominated by the complicated access from the units."

The apartments suffered from poor

circulation, difficult to furnish rooms, living rooms that were not
private enough, and kitchens located far from the entries.

The

entrances are "articulated" by a second floor greenhouse window
covering the stoop, and the third floor is "textured with stucco".
Team B was comprised of one developer with relatively little
relevant experience and another with a great deal of experience but
less than some of the other teams.

The value of the proposed

rehabilitation work was considered adequate and the price competitive.
This design was given 56 points.
Design F
Proposal F received 52 points and was ranked third.

The vehicular

and pedestrian circulation systems were favorably received, but the
pedestrian mall between buildings 12 and 13 and adjacent to their
backyards was considered a potential security problem.

Combined

family and elderly parking and the "poor treatment of parking lots" were
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not favored.
well.

The fronts and backs of the buildings were differentiated

The primary problem this proposal suffered from were the number

of inadequately sized units.

Townhouse entrances a half flight below

the ground floor of the unit were also undesirable.

Open space was well

accounted for; and the architectural treatment of the buildings
(balconies, enlarged windowopenings,

greenhouses,

and terraces) was

rated highly.
It was felt that the number of team members "would add complexity
to the turnkey job."

However, the past experience of the team indicated

that it could do a good job.

Development costs were considered com-

petitive and were rated highly.
Design A
In fourth rated proposal A, four connecting streets were introduced,
minimizing open space and resulting in vehicular and pedestrian paths
coinciding.

Buildings did not have distinct fronts and backs but instead

had fronts on both sides of the building.

In addition, the garden

which replaces building 3 is remote from many of the units.
However, in the

Up to three lowrise family units share entrances.

midrise buildings a clear distinction is made between private and
shared entrances.

Flats placed over duplexes result in a 2 1/2 flight

climb to the upper level one and two bedroom apartments.
in the family units was considered poor.

Circulation

Residents would have to cut

"through living or dining areas to reach bedrooms, stairs, or kitchens,
and the units were large but the bedrooms were small and difficult to
furnish."

The relationship between the kitchen and dining area in the

elderly units is poor and was considered undesirable.

Greenhouse
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windows differentiate the buildings and murals were proposed as means of
personalizing and differentiating private entries.

The BRA felt that

this was an "innovative" idea but that it would make shared entrances
more difficult to find.
The development team was considered "highly experienced" but
"extremely complicated" with two developers and contracters, 3
architects, and several consultants.

The BHA felt the team had the

ability "to complete a project of exceptional quality".13
was considered competitive but the design "shortcomings"
only an adequate rating of the proposal's value.

The price
resulted in

This team received 50

of the 76 possible points.
Design D
Proposal D was ranked 5th by the BHA.

This proposal had several

problems.

Parking lots dominated the site, play areas were "over-

designed",

extensive and expensive site work was proposed for accessing

units, and townhouse layouts were "complicated".
six apartments share an interior hallway.

In one of the lowrises,

This was unacceptable.

Although designating building edges for private use was considered a
"good response to safety and security," access to the elderly buildings
was limited, and vehicular and pedestrian circulation systems were not
kept separate.
building 11.

In addition a "handicapped ghetto" was created in
Unit plans were well conceived with good circulation,

living rooms that could be closed off, and adjoining kitchen-dining
areas.
The team's simple structure and experience were rated highly.
However, the 35 million dollar rehabilitation cost made it uncompetitive
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with the other proposals.

In the price category of the evaluation, this

proposal received no points, bringing its score to 43.
Design E
"Proposal E's good qualities (townhouse building design and
community building) are balanced by poor site plan, security problems,
and below-average units due to poor circulation."14

Security is min-

imized in the elderly community facility by the large number of entrances.
The midrises are isolated, have ground floor access of the lobby, lack
private yards, and have 2 washers and dryers per floor (too many).
Townhouses are well designed, but the rear entry causes continual circulation through the ground floor of the apartment; midrise units
contain a lot of "wasted space"; and no bulk storage is provided in the
elderly apartments.

In addition, a seven foot fence surrounds the

development and tot lots are located on islands in the middle of the
parking areas.
Although team members were considered capable, controversy exists
within the Authority concerning the past construction record of the
team's contractor.

Due to the proposal's excessive price (29 million),

it received no points in this category.

The proposal was ranked last

and given 33 points.
Comparison of the BRA and CTA Evaluation Results
I compared the CTA and BHA evaluations in order to understand the
differences between the two.

By translating the BHA evaluation ratings

of superior, average, and adequate into the general, ungradated, CTA
values of good, fair, and poor in the areas of basic program, site plan,
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unit plans, special features, and cost I compared the two assessments:

Sit lan

Basicr P

H CTA

Unit Plans

S. Features
CTA

BHA

Fair

Fair

Fair

*Poor

Good

Fair-

Fair

Good

Good+

Good

Good+

Good

*Good-

Poor

Good-

Good

Poor

Poor

Poor

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

*Fair+ Poor

Fair

*Fair+

Poor

Fair+

Fair

Fair

BHA

CTA

BHA

CTA

BHA

*Fair-

Poor

Fair+

Fair

*Good

Fair

*Poor

Fair

*Poor+

Fair

Good

Good

*Fair

Good

Good+

D

*Poor

Fair

Fair

Fair

E

Fair-

Fair

Poor

F

*Good-

Fair

*Good-

CTrA

BH~A

A

Fair

Fair

B

Fair-

C

l1

P

roposaCTACT

Cost
.I

Fair

*Asterisk indicates areas of disagreement
In addition, I assigned points of 1 through 9 to the CTA values of
good+ (1) to fair- (9) to determine whether there were any difference
between their recorded rank and a rank based on a numerical average.
There was only a slight difference:

Recorded Rank

Rank Based on
a Numerical Average

C

C

F

F

A

A

E

D

B

E

D

B

These differences can probably be explained by the fact that residents
incorporated their overall impression
recorded rank.

of the proposal into their
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In proposal A the site plan and special feature areas were
disagreed upon.

Although each group rated the site planning differently,

each agreed that the additional streets and poor location of the recreational facilities (Community Center and play spaces) were undesirable
features of the design.

The CTA responded positively to the "greenhouse
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windows, canopies, unfinished storage space, and basement playrooms,"

but the BHA felt that the design suffered from poor circulation.
Proposal B was ranked quite differently by the two groups.
ranked it second while the CTA ranked it fifth.

The BHA

The site plan, unit

plans, and special features were the dissenting areas.

The CTA felt that

the site plan suffered from the "severe parking solution" and the tot
lots near the elderly buildings.

The BRA considered the simplicity of

the design its strong point although "recreational spaces were not well
developed and articulated and much of the open space was unassigned."16
In terms of unit design, residents felt that the washer and dryer hookups were in poor locations; the BHA selection panel considered the unit
plans "seriously marred by poor circulation and difficult to furnish
rooms."17
evident.

In the special features category, a difference in focus was
Residents were not overly impressed by the design and only

listed "parking for every unit" as a special feature.

The BHA con-

sidered the well defined front and backs of buildings a 'selling point'.
Each review group responded favorably to proposal C.

The site

planning received a grade of fair from the CTA and a grade of good from
the BHA.

Although this difference exists, there is no explanation for

the "fair" grade the site planning received from the CTA.

Since both

groups agreed on this proposal as their top choice, this issue must
have been relatively unimportant.
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Reviewers disagreed in their evaluation of the basic program and
Tenants felt that the unit designs and the

unit plans in proposal D.

high price justified a "poor" grade.
plicated" and the yards

The BHA felt the site was "com-

difficult to use.

In their evaluation of the

unit plans, the CTA could have graded the proposal "poor" instead of
"good" since they had nothing positive to say about the unit designs.
They considered the "bedrooms small to adequate, washers and dryers
in poor locations,... and the units overdesigned.,,8

The BHA con-

sidered the unit plans good although they said that the "building layouts are very complicated for the townhouses,"

9 and that 6 units

sharing a hallway is undesirable.
Proposal E came in 3.8 million dollars over budget.
CTA both considered this unacceptable.

The BHA and

However, the CTA noted that

eighty-four percent of the price (approximately 25 million dollars) was
designated for unit rehabilitation.

I assume that the percentage of the

cost designated for unit construction was valued by the tenants,
resulting in a grade of fair+.
Proposal F was ranked second by the CTA and third

by the BHA.

Although the rankings were close, the merits of the basic program, site
plan, and unit plans were disagreed upon.

The proposal was positively

received by the CTA for coming in well under budget, but the BHA felt
that the use of lots for parking and the small units merited a grade of
fair for the basic program.

Residents liked the "townhouses surrounding

a courtyard" in the site plan, but the location of the community center
adjacent Overlook Park made the BHA uncertain about the center's
ability to draw Brighton residents into the site.

In addition, the BHA
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disliked the use of lots for parking.

"Basement storage space for

family units,... large closets, many windows, generally large
bedrooms, and smaller living rooms, yet dead-end designed providing
more wall space and little

door way interruption" earned the unit

plans a grade of "fair+" from the CTA.

The predominance of small

units and bedrooms, the entrances to the townhouses, and the provision
of one elevator in family midrises were undesirable to the BRA.

Hence,

a unit plan grade of "poor" from the BHA.
I will not attempt to speculate on the reasons for the different
evaluations.

However, Isuspect that the CTA'sand BHA'sdifferent levels

of expertise resulted in different foci; this was probably a factor
contributing to the differences in the evaluations.
in

the assessments are not "bad".

agree.

The disparities

One can hardly expect people to

The fact that the residents initiated and carried out their

own independent proposal review is the important issue.

Whatever the

results, each group had formulated a set of informed opinions about the
proposals, establishing a basis for discussion and negotiation.

The

next chapter highlights some of the important issues surrounding
resident participation in design review processes, and analyzes the
nature of participation at Commonwealth.
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CHAPTER SEVEN -

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AT COMMONWEALTH

The previous chapters highlighted the issues surrounding public
housing, Commonwealth's rehabilitation, the Commonwealth Developer's
Kit, the structure of the design reviews, the proposals, and the review
evaluations.

The purpose of this chapter is to integrate this

information and relate it to tenant involvement in the rehabilitation,
focusing on the resident design review.
Historical Context
When the public housing program was created by the Housing Act of
1937,

it

It

was not intended to aid the "helpless poor".

was an

economic and political tool aimed at revitalizing the American
economy and serving those middle class persons who lost their jobs,
income, and property.

During the fifties when the tenancy of public

housing changed to those with little political clout (the "helpless"
poor)

the attractiveness of the program diminished.

It

was during this

time that the sterile, high rise, and high density structures public
housing became known for became prevelant.

Development management and

maintenance declined after the fifties and as the sixties approached,
public housing residents and activists protested development conditions.
The sixties brought increased demands
community development.

for resident involvement in

This period was characterized by an increase

in community participation in federal anti-poverty programs.

Partici-

pation initiated a critical appraisal and analysis of what it meant to
have meaningful resident involvement.
guidelines for fruitful

Typologies, frameworks, and

community involvement paved the way for future
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participatory endeavors.

In addition, the sixties and seventies

increased the political savvy of neighborhood residents and organizers.
Hence, the sixties were a period of learning, analysis, and "regrouping".
Resident activism at Commonwealth and the attitude of the BRA are
reminiscent of community participation during the sixties.

Residents

actively advocated Commonwealth's rehabilitation for over three years.
Reports documenting the problems at Fidelis, coalitions

with Brighton

activists and public sector organizations, and alliances with
"bureaucratic guerilla" Pamela Goodman (the BHA planner for Fidelis) and
the Commonwealth Housing and Health Improvement Program were tactics
used to strengthen Commonwealth's political appeal.

Like the sixties,

this period was filled with setbacks (the DCA "booby prize, the CPR
study outlining the problems at Commonwealth) and learning experiences.
Residents and their allies used the reports produced and their
community support to strengthen their case for redeveloping Commonwealth.

When the BRA went into receivorship in 1980, the community

was prepared to lobby on behalf of Fidelis.
The Receivor/Administrator for the BHA, Lewis H. Spence, was and
is, commited to community participation and the provision of decent
and low cost housing for poor populations.

This stance mirrors the

initial purpose of the public housing program.

Instead of providing

low-cost, but deteriorated, housing to poor families the present
administration wants to incorporate resident involvement in the
revitalization of the developments.

This objective set the stage for

productive BHA and community interactions.
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Participation at Commonwealth
Community participation in Commonwealth's rehabilitation is best
described by Arnstein's typology as just short of partnership.

Although

no formal contract was drawn up specifying the powers and responsibilities of the tenants, they were involved in each phase of rehabilitation.
Residents reviewed the Developer's Kit, conducted an independent
proposal review, and were members of the Final Selection Committee.
Hence, tenants were a combination of review/advisory board and partner
with responsibilities in redevelopment.

Although the roles of the BHA

and CTA were never explicitly specified, the BHA's receptiveness to
tenant involvement encouraged and supported the participation of
Commonwealth residents.
The lack of a formal contract specifying tenant powers made me
uneasy; instead, the consensus model of agreement was used.
tenants had no formal power.

Therefore,

If the BHA had been less responsive and

receptive to tenants, and if the two had not agreed on a development
team, this could/would have been a fatal flaw in the "powers" of
tenant participants.

In addition, since tenants had only a third of

the votes on the Final Selection Committee, they were vulnerable to
being outvoted had there been a conflict in the choice of a developer.
Under the right circumstances, e.g., a disagreement concerning the
selection of a developer, tenant participation could have been a farce.
However, despite some of the problems that could have arisen, tenant
participation went smoothly.
The participatory environment was further supported by the CTA's
ability to hire an architect as consultant.

In addition, CHHIP's role
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as an advocate and advisor provided residents with a sounding board for
thoughts and ideas.

These are critical points.

Having CHHIP and the

architect strengthened the CTA's ability to participate fully in the
rehabilitation process.

Residents were prepared to critique and analyze

decisions based on their knowledge of the proposals, the process, and
the politics involved.

Each source of technical assistance furthered

the residents' ability to "analyze, criticize, and suggest alternatives." 1

This increased their ability to negotiate with the BHA.

It is

unfortunate for most tenant groups that there are not enough resources
made available to make their participation effective.
My thesis had two objectives.

I wanted to determine how the CTA

and BHA came to agree on a development team; and I wanted to highlight
some of the issues surrounding community participation in design
endeavors.

My method of achieving these objectives was to present and

analyze Commonwealth's proposal review process and resident involvement
in that process.
Tenant Review
Residents prepared for the proposal review by developing comparisons, determining design preferences, attaining competent
technical assistance, and by developing categories which structured an
effective review.

Site visits and David Lee's using reviewers'

apartments as the basis for analyzing the proposed units were the
means by which tenants developed comparability.

These comparisons were

then used to discern the residents' design preferences.

These

preferences were the basis for a set of personal design criteria which
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augmented the kit's criteria.

Technical assistance was used to guide

the resident review and to translate tenant preferences into design
terms.

Finally, categories were developed, structuring the review.

These steps helped the CTA Review Committee maximize the effectiveness
of their evaluation.
The tenants' proposal review relied on their ability to link and
compare familiar environments with those proposed.

Hence, it was

through analogy that the CTA conducted its review.

This methodology

resulted in the evaluation and ranking of all the proposal submitted.
Agreement on Teams
My first objective was to determine how the CTA and BHA came to
agree on a development team.

Despite the differences in their expertise

and methodology, it was apparent from the BHA and CTA evaluations that
one group stood out above all the others.

Although there were

differences in the rankings of the other teams, Team C was received
favorably by both the CTA and BHA.

The in-depth examination of the

proposals resulted in both groups feeling that the Corcoran/TiseWilhelm team's proposal excelled when compared to the other proposals.
Issues Surrounding Resident Involvement
My second objective was to highlight some of the issues surrounding resident involvement in design processes.

The importance of

a person's living environment was one of my primary motivations for
exploring citizen participation in design processes.

The manner in

which residents prepared themselves for the review and the process they
structured, highlights some of these issues.
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One of the "problems" with involving laypeople in design processes
is their unfamiliarity with the architectural vernacular.

However,

since people interact with their environment daily, they have a basis
for determining their environmental preferences.

One of the ways of

getting at these preferences is by showing people different environments.
This can help people recognize their preferences by highlighting the
In

differences and similarities between different environments.
Commonwealth's case, site visits helped people identify their
preferences.

I think citizen participation at Commonwealth highlights three
main issues.

First, if people are aware of their options, they can

establish their preferences.
preferences.

Secondly, poor people do have environmental

Although the poor usually live in depressed areas and con-

ditions, one cannot, and should not, assume that this reflects an
environmental preference on their part.
evaluate designs is crucial.

Thirdly, preparing people to

When people realize their options and

identify their preferences, they can use this information as a guide
and as a set of criteria for evaluating different designs.

A parallel

to each of these issues is apparent by the manner in which Fidelis
prepared for reviewing the proposals.

They developed comparisons and

identified their preferences, developed a personal set of criteria
based on their preferences, and attained competent and compatable
technical assistance to maximize the effectiveness of their review.
I am not assuming that competent, trusted, and sincere technical
assistance is unimportant.

It is very important'. 'Such assistance

(as provided by David Lee and CHRIP) helps people identify options,
establish preferences, and helps prepare people to evaluate designs.
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Experienced and competant technical assistance was key in helping residents to determine the kind of environment they wanted.

The role of

the professional offering assistance is to guide residents, helping
them identify, verbalize, and understand their environmental preferences.
I feel that the involvement of Commonwealth residents in the
proposal evaluation process was positive.

Tenants were shown

different environments and Don Rapp and David Lee helped them to
verbalize their preferences.

Although the criteria in the Developer's

Kit were useful, the CTA's personal and group criteria were more
important to their evaluation.
enriching and empowering people.

Education is supposed to be a tool for
Residents at Commonwealth learned

something of use to them and to their community.

This experience

heightened their awareness of, interest in, and knowledge of, the
physical world.
The importance of resident involvement in the proposal review is
significant.

The opportunity to choose the environment in which they

want to live is a choice denied the poor.

In this light, the chance

for tenants to evaluate the proposals and determine the most suitable
environment for their community is a rare opportunity for most public
housing residents.

One of the major problems of latter day housing

developments has been "the debilitating affect and social stigma
attached to living in safe and sanitary, but ugly, institutional2
looking apartments which embody nothing that could instill pride."

The CTA addressed this issue by participating in a process that
allowed them (and the BHA) to select a design they could be proud of.
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Summary
Several principles are apparent from the Commonwealth participatory process.

First of all, it is important to pave the way

for meaningful participation by establishing a political constituency.
In the case of Commonwealth, tenants, the Monastery Hill Planning Task
Force, and CHHIP became allies.
increases a

Secondly, having financial resources

tenant group's options,

flexibility,

and ability

conjunction with, but independent of, a government agency.

to act in
The

resources the CTA had allowed them to hire a consultant which enabled
them to competently evaluate

the proposals.

Thirdly,

trusted,

com-

petent, and sincere technical assistance helps to empower residents,
enabling them to make informed decisions.
the CTA with the needed assistance.

CHHIP and David Lee provided

Fourth, tenants were allowed to

conduct a review of the proposals independent of the BHA.

This was an

additional act of empowerment as well as an educational experience.
Fifth, the CTA had an incentive for participation -of their home, Commonwealth.

the rehabilitation

Finally, the BHA's willingness to work

with tenants created an environment conducive to constructive interactions.

Hence, a political constituency, financial resources, com-

petent technical assistance, independence, an incentive, and the
willingness of powerholders to share power are factors which facilitate
constructive community participation.
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DEVELOPER KIT'S DESIGN CRITERIA
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APPENDIX ONE -- EVALUATION FORMS

AND DEVELOPER KIT'S DESIGN CRITERIA
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EVALUATION FORMS
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BHA EVALUATION FORM

Team
Commonwealth Design Evaluation

E~t~ Nix:

(

BR Family
)
2 BR Family
(
(A) 3 BR Family
) 4 BR Family
(
) 5 BR Family
(

1 BR Elderly
BR Elderly

(

)2

(

) Elderly

(

) Family
TOTAL

~t

~Type.
Townhouse

Walk-up

Midrise

1 BR Family
2 BR Family
3 BR Family
4 BR Family
5 BR Family
y

-----------------------------------------------

TOTAL Family

I. FAMILY UNITS

General Organization and Demolition:

Roadways and Pathfinding:
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Parking:

Pedestrian Circulation:

Services:

Communal Open Space and Landscaping:

Private Open Space

(Fronts and Backs);

Recreational Facilities:

Relation of Site to Neighborhood:

Midrise Buildings
Building Appearance:
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Access to Units:

Entry and Lobby Design:

Elevators/Stairs:

Egress:

Front/Back:

Builise

Apipearng

Building Appearance:

Access to Units:

Egress:
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Front/Back:

Entry:

Circulation:

Living Areas:

Kitchens:

Dining Areas:

Baths:

Closets/Storage:

Bedrooms:

Laundry Facilities:

Basdments:

Balconies:

Handicapped'Units:
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II.

ELDERLY UNITS

.

.te

Planning

Parking/Drop-off:

Entry:

Outdoor Spaces:

Links to Neighborhood:

B.

Building Design
Entry/Vestibule:

Elevators:

Waiting/Lobby/Mail/Laundry:

~'Balconies:

Community Facilities:

Entry:
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Living Areas:

Dining AReas:

Kitchens:

Bedrooms:

Baths:

Storage:

III.

ANCILLARY SPACE

Location:

Size:

Day Care:
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~~..
...
...........
~

a

..
~ ......

nc

GENERAL COMMENTS:

~ae
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HU-D
PROPOSAL EVALUATION SYSTEM

III.

ASSIGNMENT OF NUMERICAL VALUES

(For each evaluation factor, assign the full value
for each Superior, one-half for each Average and zero
for each Adecuate. The maximum is 76 points and the
value - that may be assigned each factor
maximum - full
is indicated.)

Superior
(Full Value)

EVALUATION
FACT'OR ( MAXIMUIM

A.

7.
8.

Adequate
(zero Value)

Average
Value)

Overall

Objectives (4)
Site Layout (4)
Special Design Features (4)
Building Layout & Unit Plans
Architectural Treatment (4)
Quality Construction and
Materials (6)
Utilities and Energy (4)
Innovative Design and Use
Concepts (2)

(4)

DEVELOPER QUALIFICATIONS (24)
1.
2.

C.

(

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION QUALITY (32)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

76 POINTS)

Capability to Complete (12)
Quality of Development Team's Past
Performance (12.)

PRICE (20)
1.
2.

Value (10)
Competitive Price

(10)

TOTAL POINTSI

I

OVERALL TOTAL

4

I
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K-3:

PLANNING AND DFSIGN rRITEPIA

This section deals with planning and design criteria
and specific

development,

site

general

rehabilitation, and individual units.

and

specific

for overall
building

These standards are

intended to assist developers in the design of areas where

existing standards do not adecuatelv cover the conditions of this
project, in conformance with 42 CFR 841.107(c).
Relevant standards on which the proposals of developers must be
based, and which this section addresses, are listed below.
Provisions of such standards not addressed by this section may be
assumed adequate, but the BFA reserves the right to review and

approve or reject design responses proposed by the successful
developer.
1.

HUD "Minimum Property Standards for Mu3ti-familv

2.

Fousing", in its current revision (MPS).
HUD "Public Housing Development Handbook", 7417, in its

3.

current revision.
Massachusetts State Building Code, Fourth Edition, 1980

4.

(SBC).
Boston Zoninc

Code and Enabling Act, in its current

revision.
5.

Rules and Regulations, Massachusetts Architectual

Barriers Board.
This listing is only of those codes deemed most pertinent in the
preparation of this analysis, and is not intended to be inclusive
of all applicable requirements.
It will be the responsibility of
each developer

to ascertain all reauirements of law applicable to

this project and to compl.v therewith.

The developer's proposal

must display good design acceptable to the BFA.

A desion review

process will be established to guide the developer-throuch design
development and final design staqes.
I.

FAMILY UNITS

A.

Site Planning Criteria
Building Appearance - The buildinas shall he differentiated
in such a way as to create a resicential i.ace and scale.
This can be achieved throuch several means including
individually-designed entrances, color, variety of planting

and window variation.
Access to Units - The family units
on the upper floors in
mid-rise buildings will be accessed through common vestibules
and lobbies.
Covered entrances marking the transition zone
from public to semi-private space should be considered.
The
lobby areas shall be clearly visible from outside for
security.
Tnits at the base of the mid-rise buildings and in
the low-rise buildings will, to the extent possib3e, have
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private entries at arade. These private entries shall have a
residential feel and clear delineation between semi-private
and public space.
Parking - The parking areas shall be located to provide a
view of the cars from the units and located as close to-unit
entries as possible. The size of the lots should be as small
as'possible and screening acainst headlight alare with
planting materials, earth berms, or fencing is required.
Consider areas for car maintenance with hose bibs, drains,
litter receptacles, etc., with adiacent sitting areas. The
car/unit limit ratio shall be 0.9 for the family units and
0.2 for the

The Boston Zonina Code reguires

elderly units.

minimum parking space size of 8.5 x 20 feet,
than the MPS requires.

which is

a

larger

Non-residents - !t is important to establish a clear sense of
Non-residents taking
community in the development.
legitimate shortcuts through the site shall be accommodated
by the appropriate location of sidewalks.
Since the
community facility
will bp used by the surrounding
Dorhood this bui Idina-m-uste
cated to minimi ze anv

intrusion users will make on the site.
Fidelis

Way -

Fidelis

Way is

owned by the City of Boston.

Developers must seek the City's permission to make changes or
All improvements must be to
modifications to the street.
City of Boston reguirements and are assumed to be the expense

of the developer.
There currently exists a problem of speeding cars on this
street. Various options should be explored to make this
street safe for children and parked cars.

Cross walks shall

be coordinated with pedestrian paths and material changes
should demonstrate the crossing. Cul-de-sacing of the road
would be permissible during construction and/or permanently
providing access is available for emergency vehicles.
Services - Consideration must be given to the removal of
trash from the buildings without conflict with high activity
Provision shall
areas (i.e., playgrounds, tot lots, etc.).
be made for the safe storina of individual trash cans if they
are used by the 3, 4 and 5 bedroom units.
Provision shall also be made for the temporary parking of
postal/deliverv/moving trucks.

These must not

flow on Fidelis Way by double-parking.
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Communal Onen Space - There shall be a clear territorial
definition of open space areas. Such open space must be
attractively and sensitively designed with play areas,
sitting and picnic areas, and planting. There must be clear
distinctions between these activity areas and private open
spaces. Gardening is a rcpular activty-v in the development
and this should encouraged in the site design.
Path Findina - The addressing. system will have to be reworked
and coordinated with entry changes.
This addressing system
must be clearly laid out and easy to follow. Individual
The entries
entries shall have separate street addresses.
and numbers shall be clearly visible from the road. A site
signage system will be developed to aid visitors and delivery
people in finding buildings, units pathways, and entries, and
must be clearly illuminated at a night.
Landscaping - The attractive and sensitive design of the site
is one of the most critical means of establishing resident
satisfaction. The site must be seen as a unified design:
every portion of the site must be dealt with and
programmed. Left over spaces, such as those behind Buildings
No. 6, 7, and 8 and the area between Buildings 12 and 13,
quickly become "no-mans" land, impossible to control and
maintain. The primary users of the site are children and the
design must reflect this.
The installation of sod will be
required in all areas not treated with paving materials.
All
paths and any areas subiect to cross cutting must be paved.
Laundry yards are acceptable and encouraced, but must not be
visually prominent on the site. Plantings and trees must be
of a hardy- nature and as maintenance free as possible.
Maintain as many of the existina trees as possible. Building
edges that are not clearly defined as private yards should be
screened by planting to prevent circulation and play near
private dwelling space. The grading of the site to delineate
spaces and circulation is encouraged and must be coordinated
with site drainage systems. The use of a wide range of
paving and edging material is encouraced to give variety to
the site. A system should be established coordinating shape,
texture and color of these materials with the overall site
plan.
All materials used in the site work must be of high
maintenance as possible.
quality and require as little
Robust benches and site accessories are mandatory.
Private Oven Snace - Every cround floor unit shall have a
clearly-defined Drivate space at the unit edge of not less
than 200-300 sg. ft. unless grading is absolutely
prohibitive. In such cases, an alternative to private yards
must be provided. These yards must be separated from public
areas by a sturdy wall or durable fencing, preferably with a
gate. Planting used to define yard boundaries shall be
reinforced with fencing. The architecture of these
improvements should reflect inqenuity in creatina
diversification and visual satisfaction while simultaneously
complementing the existing structures.
IC-1.3
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Pedestrian rirculation - The lavout of pedestrian paths must
reflect established traffic patterns on the site and shall be
paved.
Since the sidewalks are freguently used by children
playing, the walks must be wide enough for a bicycle and
pedestrian to pass one another.
"Play circuits"
should be
provided wherever possible to take skateboards, bikes, etc.
off heavily-travelled paths.
Make sidewalks wider at
Sittinq "nodes" should
building entrances and intersections.
be sited along pedestrian circulation systems.
It is
imperative that maior pedestrian paths bvoass the elderlv
uildings and clear buffers are created to keep children out
of those site
areas reserved for elderly use.
RelationshiD of Site to Yeichborhood - The development must
The
have clearly-marked boundaries of a residential nature.
site design shall accommodate residents of the adiacent BFA
elderly building and the neighborhood who would want to use
the developmement's community facilities.
The new mark-next
to the site is an important asset and will be used by the
development's teenacers and adults.
The site design should
accommodate this use and the resulting pedestrian traffic and

noise.
Recreational Facilities

-

Children are the primary users of

the site and will use the entire site for their play.

The

site reguirements for the children are broken down by age
group.
Children will play in enclosed play areas only if they find
them more interesting than the surrounding roads and parking
areas.
The play areas should be varied and imaginatively

designed; hard areas not desiqned specifically for play (i.e.
sidewalks) must accommodate children.
Preschool children will play close to home on entry ways, in
private yards and within sicht and/or calling distance of the
units.
For every multifamily buildina, provide a small play
area with one or two benches to accommodate supervising

ad-ults,

a shade tree and a sand box.

Several tot lots shall be provided in central sunny
locations, with planting or fencing-to enclose the space.
Provide a sand pit, scaled-down play equipment, paved areas,
Play eguipment creating a
and several benches for adults.

hazard or potential
allowed.

insurance difficulties will not be

Children in the 5-10 aqe groups will be the heaviest users of
As children grow older their play moves
the entire site.
further from home.
It is necessary to provide several small
play areas for this ace group.
Because older children tend
to supervise youncer ones, olace some of these plav areas
near the preschool plav areas.
Provide sturdy, standard play
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equipment.
The space should hp enclosed with sturdy planting
or fencing. Provide grassy play space suitable for a number
of children's
play activities.
The teenagers on the site
will use areas of the development for bang-outs and this must
be accommodated.
Maintenance free benches and litter

receptacles should be provided near maior pathway
intersections, parking lots, or play areas.
Adults will use the site for sitting near playing children,
visiting friends in the development, and picnicking.
Shaded
benches and litter
receptacles should be provided near play
areas for adults supervising children and along pedestrian
pathways.
B.

Building Planning Crriteria

1.

General Comments
These comments are applicable to both mid-rise
(elevator) and low-rise buildings. Specific issues will
be elaborated in later sections.
a.

The concrete structure and masonry facades of the
development's buildings are generally of sound
construction and should be reused to the extent
possible.
However, the developer cannot iustify

poor design on the basis of any existing
construction that can reasonably be removed.

b.

Individual. unit and building identification is
critical to the BHA, and is an important aspect of
the redevelopment. Manipulation of color, window
sizes, entryways, window boxes, signage, etc. is
encouraged.
However, the aesthetic concerns shall

in no way come before the livability criteria
outlined in this package. The developer shall make
every effort to satisfy livability and aesthetic
goals simultaneously.
c.

Each building and unit should have a definite
front
and back.
Fronts are typically asociated with the
street, where the cars are parked, and where units
.are entered.
Back doors should also be provided for
individual. units not only for convenience but also
to help establish private territory at the back of
the buildings.
The goal is to define as much of the

building edqes as possible as private territory
associated with a particular unit in order to
discourage loitering in these areas.
Buildings
should be paired so that fronts face fronts
and

backs face backs.
d.

The entries of all. buildings and units should be
designed to facilitate easy identification for
K-I .5
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residents, postmen, delivervmen, etc. Supergraphics
are not a suitable way of accomplishing this.
e.

Poor location of mailboxes creates serious security
problems.

Several options should be explored to

increase the continuous surveillance of the boxes.
Any solution must be acceptable to the BHA and the
Postmaster of Boston.
f.

All entries in the mid-rises and the entries of
handicapped low-rise units must comply with all
pertinent architectual barrier requirements.

g.

The security of all entries shall be maximized.
They should be clearly visible from well traveled
pedestrian paths, without giving up the levels of
privacy that are required.

h.

Wherever possible, units should be placed in the
buildings to facilitate through ventilation. The
excellent views from the site should also be taken
into account when orienting units in the buildinqs,
as should be the sun angles at different times of
the year.

i.

Lighting in corridors, elevators, and other interior
public areas of the development shall use
fluorescent lighting. Final lighting designs will
be subject to BPA review and aiproval.'

Fixtures

in

corridors on levels three through six of the
elevator buildings and in the elderly buildings
shall be so designed as to reinforce dwe.l.inc unit
entry Identity rather than merely achieving adequate
levels of general illumination.
j.

2.

In the larger units, consider providing access
within the unit to undeveloped basement space for
separated individual tenant use as a children's play
area, laundry area, etc.

Low-Rise Buildings
a.

The low-rise buildings shall contain primarily 3,

4

An appropriate number of I
and 5 bedroom units.
bedroom and 2 bedroom units shall be located within
these buildings, and all units should attempt to
have direct access to grade to avoid the necessity
The maximum
for common access and egress stairs.
number of units should be entered at grade and have
contiauous private vards in an effort to convert the
low-rise walk-up buildings to row house type
Access to the second level (i.e. duplex
structures.
over flat) can be provided by interior or exterior
stairs.
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b.

All units having direct access to crade shall have
new entry designs incorporating stairs, railinas,
landings, etc,
Each entry shall have a covered
landing, an entry Iiaht, mailbox, and unit number
which is a street address.
Care must be taken in
design and material selection to avoid an
institutional and repetitive design while carefully

responding to issues of maintenance and
durability.
associated

The existing common entranceways and
stonework are to be removed completelv

unless they are thoughtfully re-used as individual
entries.
'c.

It is desired that there he no common stairs
in the
low-rise buildins,~ The existing stairs may be
removed or incorporated into unit 7ayouts, as deemed
appropriate. Three level individual dwelling units

are acceptable given this goal.
d.

Egress from the buildings should conform to those
are
Massachusetts State Building Code Sections that
applicable to new construction. A proposal may be
considered that incorporates ecress solutions that
require special variances or considerations and are

deemed appropriate by BHA staff.
event that

variances

Fowever, in the

are not secured,

the developer

will be required to satisfy code requirements
increase in price.

at no

e.

The roofing of the low-rise buildincs must be
replaced. This fact, along with the continual
maintenance problems of flat roofs and the need for
substantially increased insulation, warrants the
examination of a pitched roof solution.

f.

Entries to low-rise units should not be arranced to
either strongly encourace or strona3v discourace
Forced sharing of entryways may
neighbor contact.
create too many unwanted meetings and create the
A
impression of "being on top of one another".
successful approach is to group relativelv small
number of units around a common pedestrian open
space.
The courts of the low-rise buildinas can be

expected to play a large role in this groupina.
g.

Access to the low rise units shall be a private
entry, ideally at grade, leading throuch a semispace from an open space or
private transition
street that is well used by pedestrians.

h.

If a 1 bedroom or 2 bedroom unit occupies-the ground
room
4 or 5
-floor of a building, the duDlexei 3
unit above it should have a orivate outdoor area.
A
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reasonably private balcony of arproximately 6 x 13
?medroom
fee-t should be p rovided for thee3 4 or 5
units

in

lieu

of a

Drivate vard.,

However,

there

should be space at the bottom of the stairs that can
be personalized by the tenant. Exterior bulk
storage that is secure should be provided for those
low-rise units on grade for the secured storace of
bikes hoses, tools, etc. This should be next to
th ;e~ntry.
3.

Mid-Rise Elevator Family Buildings
a.

The mid-rise buildings should contain primarily 3
bedroom and some 4 bedroom duplex units on floors I
and 2. Floors 3 through 6 shall have 3 bedroom and
2 bedroom units only.

b.

The successful designina of the entry conditions in
the mid-rises will be critical if these buildings
are to function well. The 3 bedroom and 4 bedroom
units shall have entries in the same manner as the
low-rise buildings, i.e. individual entries with a
well-defined hierarchy of public to private spaces
and designs that facilitate and encourage
residential identification.

c.

The common entries and lobbies related to floors 3
through 6 shall be designed in such a manner as to
facilitate
constant surveillance of the elevator..
The design of common entrances to these buildings
should capitalize on opportunities to create ar
softening of the existnq vernacular. Careful
consideration should be given to a variety of
entrance desians -th-at stress color, Iiabtjne, etc.
while simultaneously encompassing the other issues
mentioned herein. Upper floor residents should be
able to identify with their individual building
entry, and sense its uniqueness within the overall
developement. Careful attention should he given to
the interface of the public walkways with the
private outdoor space associated with the duplexes
at grade.

d.

Each mid-rise entry shall be keved separately with a
security keying system. This keying is covered in
the Materials Standards. There sha.l be an intercom
panel located in each vestibule. The location of
mailboxes is each Prime concern. They should be
placed so as to be under constant surveillance. (See
General Systems Sections pertainina to
Communications and Door Systems and Postal Systems).

e.

-- off each lobbv in the midProvide a launirv
rise family buildinqs.
This laundry shaJ contain
K-1.8
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hook-ups for 2 washers and 2 dryers.
These machines
will serve the I bedroom and 2 bedroom units on
floors
3 though 6.
The laundry room should be in
full view of the lobby and contain a sittinq area.
In the event a proposal reduces the number of
lobbies servicing upper floor units, this Jaundry
should be proportionately increased to adequately

service the number of units related to it.
f.

The developer should assume that total replacement
of existing elevators is necessary. Fowever, reuse
of the existing elevator shaft locations is
The two elevators per building gives a
possible.
unit count per floor of 4 or 5 units.
The low
number is considered desirable by the BFA as it
The
promotes a feeling of community on each floor.
developer is free to explore other options that

miqht be appropriate but long corridors are to be
avoided.
g.

There are existing stairs serving floors in the midThese can be retained and the ecress brought
rises.
into compliance with the Massachusetts State
Building Code Standards for new construction, but
again, other options can be considered.

h.

Only recessed balconies on floors 3 through
mid-rise buildinas wi3 be considered.

1.

When planning units in the mid-rises reasonable care
should he taken to orient the unit views awav from
the adioining buildings, and to take advantaqe of

6 of the

the development's fine view of Boston.
C.

Unit Design Criteria

1.

I and 2 Bedroom Family Units
Entry - Each unit entry should he into a vestibule,
separated from adjacent areas within the dwelling unit,
Minimum closet shelf and
and containing a coat closet.

pole dimension for 1 and 2 bedroom units should be 3'0".
Circulation - Circulation through the units should
attempt to by-pass the reauired living areas or at least
leave each common livina area with a maximum number of
Diagonal circuJation through
furnishable corners.

living or dining areas is not desirable.
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Livina Areas -

Living areas should attempt

to be off

main circulation path within the unit. Furnishing
diagrams shall not anticipate "floating croupinqs" to
justify unuseable walls or corners.

the

Windows and air

conditioning should be located with the same
consideration. Combined living/dining rooms are allowed
in one bedroom units only. Combined kitchen/dining
areas are permitted in I and 2 bedroom units.
Kitchens -

Ideally,

if there is a separate dining area,

kitchens should accommodate either a snack counter or a

small table for one or two occupants.

They should

contain a broom closet with a minimum width of 12" for a
one bedroom unit and 18" for a two bedroom unit.
Natural light either throuch direct window locations or
"borr-owe"
light from adiacent dinina areas is
required.
Backsplash treatment should be continuous
from countertop nosing to underside of upner cabinets.
Required modifications to the Minimum Property Standards
are to increase the minimum cabinet width between a

flanking wall adiacent to a range to 15" and to increase
the minimum mixing countertop width to 36" in one
bedroom unit.
Dinina Areas - Dinina areas in combination with living
areas in 1 bedroom units should be at least Partiallv

screened from kitchens.

Tf a pass through is provided,

the sill should be high enough to prevent a view of the
sink countertop from seated occupants in the dining
area, but not inhibit conversation and visual access
between spaces.
In units utilizing a combined

kitchen/dining area, the work area should be distinct
from the eating area.

An open counter between the

two

areas is one way to separate the two functions within
one room.
As with the living area, circulation should
by-pass the dining area or be added to reauired room
area and dimensions.

Diagonal circulation should be

avoided unless 3'-0" is added to the least dimension in
both directions.
Baths - Linen closets shall not be located within a
bathroom. Vanities are reguired in all baths.
No
exterior windows are to be located in the tub/shower
surround area.
Access to bathroom through bedroom is

not allowed.

Minimum full bath area is 40 s.f.

Closets - Each bedroom shall contain a minimum closet
length of 3'-0" per occupant, or 6'-0" in total.
These
closet
recuirements are in excess of the FUD Minimum
Property Standards and the overall exc sstorace in the
bedrooms cn
creited to the general storace reauired

under Table 4-1.4 of the MPS.
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Laundry Roomrs -

Family mid-rise units

shall

use common

laundry facilities described in the Building Design
Criteria.
Bedrooms

(Primarv) -

Ttilize

FUD MPS.

Minimum room size

shall be 1.20 sguare feet.
If room configuration
reguires dresser opposite foot of bed, minimum dimension
shall be 11'-0" in that direction. Minimum closet width
should be 6'-0".
Bedrooms

(Secondary)

- All

secondary bedrooms shall

be

designed for double occupancy.
The layout shall
accomodate two single beds for children.
In addition, a
minimum of two dressers of the dimensions indicated in
the MPS plus a clear available floor area aporoximately
6'x6' for children's
plav should he Drovided.
Dimensions and room area should be in accordance with
HUD standards for orimary bedrooms. rJoset should be
located to facilitate
this
tyme of occupancy and minimum

closet width should be 6'-0".
Storage - Provide a general bulk storage area, as
outlined

in table 4-1.4 in the MPS, for such items as

trunks, foldina furniture, large children's toys, etc.
2.

3, 4 and 5 Bedroom Duplex Family Units
Entry - Each unit entry should be into a vestibule,
separated from adiacent areas within the dwelling unit,
and contain a coat closet. Minimum closet shelf and

pole dimension for 3,
o. -

4 and 5 bedroom units shall be 4'-

Circulation - Circulation through the units should
attempt to by-pass the required living areas or at least
leave each common livinq area with a maximum number of
furnishable corners. Diagonal circulation through
living or dining areas is not desirable.
Interior unit
corridors should allow for occasional furnishings either
by increasing corridor widths above the 3'-0" FUT)
minimum or creating occasional niches for miscellaneous
furnishings or bicycle storage.
The startina point of
interior stairs should be as close as possible to the
center of the unit to facilitate
use from all rooms.
Living Areas - Living areas should attempt to be off the
main circulation ,ath within the unit.
Furnishing
dira
s should not anticipate "floating groupings" to
lustify unuseable walJs or corners.
Window and air
onleeves
should be located to maximize
furnishahilitv.
Coooined Livina/mnina rooms in these
large family apartments are specifically
prohibited.
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Kitchens - Kitchens shall be visually
separated from
Kitchens shall be Jarge enouqh to
areas.
living
accomodate several persons working at the same time.
Ideally, kitchens should accomodate either a snack
counter or a small table for three or four occuoants.
with a minimum
Kitchens should contain a broom closet

width of 18" for a 3 BR unit and 24"
unit.

Natural

for a 4 BP and 5 BP

licht either through direct window

locations or "borrowed" ligt from adiacent dininc areas
is required,
Backspa.sh treatment shou
be cont nuous
from countertop nosing to underside of upper cabinets.
Required modifications to the Minumum Property Standards
are to Increase the minimum cabinet width between a
flankina wall adjacent to a range to 15" and to increase
the minimum mixing countertop width to 42" in a 3 BR and

48w in a 4 BR unit, and 54" in a 5 BP unit.
Dininq Areas - The dininq areas shall be distinct
from
the living areas.
Dining areas shall be immediately
adjacent to, but not necessarily part
of, the kitchen.
Acceptable dining areas include a separate dining room
with a pass through to facilitate
the settina
and
cLe
noa
snack counter between dining
area and kitchen,
A modification to the Minimum
Property Standards is to increase the least dimension of

the dinine area

9'-0".

As witr

!Fvn

area,

circulation should by-pass the dining area or be added
to the required room area and dimensions.
Diagonal

circulation should be avoided unless 3'-0" is
the least dimension in both directions.
Bath

-

added to

Three bedroom units shall have a minimum of 1 1/2

baths and 4 bedroom

and 5 bedroom

full baths.
Linen closets shall
bathroom. Vanities are required
bathrooms are both on a sleeping
must be contiguous to the top of

units shall

have

2

-

not be located within a
in all baths.
If
level, at least one
the stairs for the

convenience of occupants and guests.
No exterior
windows are to be located in the tub/shower surround
zone.
Minimum full bath area is 40 s.f.

C~osets - Each bedroom should contain a minimum closet
length of 3'-0" per occupant, or 6'-0" in total.
Laundry Pooms - Fook-uns in
washer and dryer closets
with a minimum dimension of 5'-6" by 3'-0" are to be
included in all 3. 4 and 5 bedroom units. Floors must
have a collectina an with a floor drain.
There should
_e a minimum of one shelf aove machines.
If this
laundry area is on the sleeping level contiguous to
baths, the linen closet may he eliminated Droviding a
minimum of 2 continuous shelves are provided.
Both cas
and electric
service shculd be provided to facilitate

either fuel

source.
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Bedrooms (Primarv) - Utilize HTD MPS. Minimum room size
If room configuration
shall be 120 sauare feet.

reguires dresser opposite foot of bed, minimum dimension
must be 11' - 0" in that direction. Minimum closet
width shall be 6'-0".
Bedrooms

(Secondarv)

-

A3l

secondary bedrooms shall be

The layout must
designed for double occupancy.
In addition,
accommodate two single beds for children.

a minimum of two dressers of the dimensions indicated in
the MPS plus a clear available floor area approximately
6' x 6' for children's play should be provided.
Dimensions and room area shall be in accordance with HUD
Closets should be
standards for primary bedrooms.

located to facilitate this type of occupancy.
closet width shall be 6'-0".

Minimum

Storage - Provide a general bulk storage area as
outlined in Table 4-1.4 of the MPS, for such items as

trunks, folding furniture, suitcase, children's
bicycles, etc.

This closet shall be at least 6 sa. ft.

in area and full room heioht.
ELDEPLY UTNITS

II.
A.

Site

Planning Criteria

Parking - Provide 0.2 cars per unit of elderly housina,
and a total

of 5 visitor parking spaces.

Parkinq must

be convenient to the front door and visible from the
communal areas for security. Place a drop-off space by
the entry or entries and 2 temporary parking spaces for
deliveries. Parking lot-s should be screened to prevent

headlight glare into ground floor units. -Powever, any
plartinqs used must not exceed 36" for security
Parking lots shoule be dead-ended to prevent
reasons.
non-elderE residents from drivina throuch the elderlv
Short-cuttina of non-elderly residents through the
lot.
parking lot should be avoided by not placing the parking

area on an existing pedestrian path.
Entrv - There should be one entry for each elderly
building or a shared entry as described in the Building
A sitting area with 6' benches and
Design Criteria.
attractive planting should be outside each entry and
placed in an area receiving a pWeasing combination of
There should be adecuate buffers of
sun and shade.
planting or fencing to protect these areas from parking

and pedestrian paths.
Outdoor Resident Spaces - There shall be a semi-private
zone defined around the elderlv buildings so nonresidents will not intrude on the buildina edge and
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A developed sitting,
picnic, and planted
private
units.
area off
of the community room should occur in and
reinforce this zone.
For those tenants that wish to

plant gardens, a space that is sunny and protected from
dogs and children. should be provided.
Links to the Neichborhood - The two elderly mid-rise
bui3dings must be seen as a separate part of the
development with its
own special requirements.
The way

that these elderly buildings relate to the multi-family
buildings, the BPA elderly building next door, and the
surrounding community must be carefully studied.
Older
people need to be encouraced to get out and socialize,
yet have to be buffered from teenagers, children, etc.

The development's

larger community is

the logical place

for elderly
and family residents to meet.
The path
between the elderly buildings and the community building
should be convenient and safe.
The exist-ina pedestrian
traffic
to Commonwealth Avenue from the entire
development .asses c)ose by the.proposed elderIv
build'nas
and a carefully articulated
huffer between the
buildinos and the sidewak must be developed.
B.

Elderly Building Design

Criteria

Entry - Fach building should have one entry.

This is to

provide unique addresses for the buildings and to
centralize
the laundries and elevators.
Desion the
entries
so that
they are easily identified
from the

street.
feeling

The entries should proiect a residential
through

the use of awnings,

plantina,

colors,

etc. This entry must be near a drop-off and temporary
parking area.
Vestibule - Each entrance will have a vestibule with an
intercom system and a shelf next to the door to set
The vestibule must be large enough for
packages on.

several people to come and co at once.
Elevators - The existing elevator locations provide some
for appropriate planninc of an
inherent difficulties
elderly
building.
One option that should be explored is
to connect existing
ground level elevator locations
A similar
within a building with common facilities.
connection between elevator locations on an upper floor
might also be considered so residents do not have to
Another option is to
rely sol.elv on one elevator.
construct a new shaftway or shaftwavs and pair elevators

in

a new single location.

This option would recuire

systems.
redesigning of the upper level circulation
floors a window is
the elevator stops on the uper
highly desirat3e to enable the-residentsto orient
themselves upon leavina the elevator.

K-1.14
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Waiting Area - In the lobby there shall
residents can wait for rides and mail.

be an area where
This area must

have a direct view of the drop-off area. Locate this
area to one side of the lobby circulation so that forced
meetings are avoided.
Toilets - Provide barrier-free toilets out of the direct
view of the lobby.
Laundry - The laundry room is considered a "backstage"
area.
Residents must be able to aet to the room
directlv
from the elevator without having to walk
Provide
throuqh the "forral" oubjic areas of the Jobby.
a folding table, exterior windows and a sittino
area

nearbv.
Mailboxes

-

The receipt of mail is an important event

for elderly residents.
Locate the mailboxes nearby the
waiting area but not within it.
The mailboxes must be

rearloading to allow uninterrupted distribution by the
postman.
Stairs - The existina stairs and eqress shall be brought
into compliance with Massachusetts State Building Code
requirements for new construction.
Balconies -

Private balconies or common balconies on

each residential

floor are acceptable if recessed.

Community facilities

- In addition to the public areas

associated with the around floor in each building, a
separate community facility shall be provided for use by
all elderly residents.
This facility must be centrally
located between the three elderly building (the two

proposed buildings and the existina adiacent BFA elderly
Tt shall be no larcer than 2,500 sa. ft.
development).
and include a large meeting room, at least two smaller
kitchen to service the
areas/ros for infrma
meeting room and to provide nutrition
proararns, storage
'for the meeting room, toilets
and two offices,
The
elderly community facility can be located in one of the
two proposed bui3dings or it can be new construction
linking the two buildings which could then also serve as
a single entry point for both buildings.
C.

Elderly Unit Desian

Criteria

Unit planning for elderly
conformance with H.T.D.
General
except as noted.
should be based on F.TI.D.
for Older People, Chapter

occupancy must be in
Minimum Property Standards
apartment plannina criteria
Low Pise gousina
publication
1, "Tnside the Unit".

K-1. 15
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Entry - Entries shall. be designed to encourage
Pecessina the entry and use of a
personalization.
sidelight to the corridor or adjacent public space are
commonly used methods. Entries should lead to a
vestibule area larce enough to accommodate a small

sideboard for the placement of parcels or groceries and
a minimum coat closet of 3 linear feet.
Living Areas - Maximize the furnishability of this main
living space by providing as many furnishable corners
and uninterrupted wall surfaces as possible.
Circulation routes throuqh the space should be avoided.
Dining Areas - Several dinina arrangements are
permitted: eat-in kitchen, separate dining area adjacent
to kitchen, or combination
iving/dining area with pass-

through to kitchen.

The dining area shall

accommodate a

table, four chairs and a china cabinet.
Kitchens - If dining and livina areas are combined,
kitchens should allow for a small eating counter or

table suitable for 2 persons.

A broom closet with a

minimum width of 12" should be included.
Peguired
modifications to the Minimum Property Standards are to
increase the minimum cabinet width between flanking wall
adjacent to a rance to 35" and to increase the minimum
mixing countertop width to 36".
Pantries providing food
and utensil. storace in the recion of 30" to 66" above
finished floor, and exterior windows are considered

highly desireable for elderly occupancy.
Bedrooms - Utilize FUD MPS for double occupancy.
However, if room configuration requires dresser opposite

foot of bed, minimum dimension should be 13' - 0" in
that direction. Bedrooms must accommodate two twin
beds, nightstand, two dressers and a chair.
Baths - Linen closets shall not be located within a
bathroom.
Floors, tub surround and wet wall behind
fixtures to 42" above finished floor shall.be ceramic
tile.
All ba
doors shall swing out without
gonflizt with adiacent areas.
View into bathroom from
Access to
living/dining areas should be avoided.
bathroom throuch the bedroom is not allowed.
No
exterior windows are to be located in the tub-shower
surround zone.
Minimum full bath area is 40 S.F. and

heat shall be supplied to al
elderly occupancy.

K-1.36
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III.

ANCILLARY SPACE
A.

Community Facilities

These facilities will. be used by the residents of
(ommonwealth Development and shouid be centrally located
yet convenient to the elderly buildings to encourace

their participation in the broader community. Various
program uses will reguire outdoor areas to be developed,
particularly recreation areas for children of all.
ages. The community facilities will include the
following program uses but must be designed to
accommodate future changes in program needs:

1.

4,000 sa. ft.

General Meeting Space
a.

2,000 sq. ft.

This room
Meeting Poom:
should accormodate approx.

100-1.50 people, yet be
subdividable into smaller
spaces by the use of moveable

partitions or other
architectural devices.
Kitchen:

300 sq. ft.

To service the

Meeting Room and for cooking
classes.
It should contain a
double sink, 6 burner gas

range, dishwasher, 1.6 cu.f t.
refrigerator, and comply with
the multi-family kitchen/4

bedroom standards for storace
and counter space.
Storage:

200 sa. ft.

Secure storage

should be located adiacent to
the Meeting Poom.
600 sq. ft.

4 offices that
Offices:
are to be used by tenant
organizations and services

at

150 sq. ft. each.
Provide male and
Toilets:
female barrier-free toilets

convenient to a]]
Peception:

200 sq. ft.

spaces.
300 sq. ft.

Area for

waiting outside of Meeting
Room and offices; provide for

future receptionist.
Assume
Circulation:
of above areas.

0%

400 sg. ft.
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2.

2,500 sg. ft.

Child-Related Spaces
a.

Dav Care Center:

This

*

1,500 sc. ft.

should be located near a safe
drop-off point, and have a
secure outdoor area. It must
meet Massachusetts State

Office of Children Standards.
b.

T
his
After School Center:
space is for 5 to 12 year
olds and must be acoustically
It
isolated and secure.

800 sq. ft.

should be closely related to
the. Day Care Center.
c.

Kitchen:
adiacent

Securable space
to above centers for

200 sq. ft.

provision of lunches and
snacks.
* Minimum area
B.

Manacement Offices
The Management Offices shal 1 be adiacent to the General
Meetina space and located in the same building.
Fowever, both areas shoula have their own entrances
since they will be open different hours of the dav and
night. The Manacement area should include its own
receprtin/witing are-a, at least tr'ree offices, toilets,
* "cover
...
...
.....
iaea-5u~
....
T1 is 2 ..
security con T1 d S7 < e c.
approximately 1,500 sguare feet.

C.

Maintenance
This facility will be located in existing basement space
and will include a supervisor's office, space for a work
order clerk, storage area for supplies and equipment,
shops and bathroom/shower facilities. The maintenance
area should be approximately 6,000 sguare feet with room
for expansion at a later date.. It should be relatively
close to Management, acoustically isolated, and cause no
service-related site conflicts.

D.

Allowable New Construction
A maximum of 5,500 sa. ft. of new construction will be
Tf new construction is proposed, it is
allowed.
recommended that it be used for General Meetina Space
(4,000 sq. ft.) and Manacement Offices (1,500 sg. ft.)
but other arranoements will be considered.

K-3.38
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ANCILLARY

A.

SPACES:

Community Facilities

LOCATION AND

SIZE

6,500 sq. ft.

1. General Meeting Space
4,000 sq. ft.

New construction
or existinq buildi:.

2. Child-Pelated Spaces
2,500 sa. ft.

Existing basement

space

B.

Management Offices

1,500 sa. ft.

New construction
buildir.
or existing

C.

Maintenance Space

6,000 sq. ft.

Existing basement

space

K-1.19
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TEAM B DRAWINGS
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TEAM C DRAWINGS
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TEAM F DRAWINGS
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Abbreviations
adj

-

adjoining

rm

-

room

apt

-

apartment

rt

-

right

assoc

-

associated

rte

-

route

br(s)

- bedroom(s)

rr

-

rear

betw

- between

sev

-

several

circ

-

circulation

sep

-

separate

comb

-

combination

sp

-

space

conv

-

convenient

tot

-

totally, total

ctr

-

counter

trip

-

triplex

twnhse

- townhouse

D, DA, DR - dining room (or area)
def

-

defined

vest

- vestibule

dif

-

different, differentiated

w

- with

dup

-

duplex

wld/cld - would/could

dwn

-

down

wind(s) - window(s)

entr

-

entrance

fac(s)

-

facilities

fam

-

family

flr

-

floor

fr

-

from

furn

-

furniture

gen

-

generally

greenhse

- greenhouse

indir

-

indirect

int

-

internal

K

- kitchen

L, LA, LR - living room (or area)
lg

-

MR

-

nat

-

natural

nxt

-

next

peo

-

people

pt

- point

prob

-

problem

rel

-

relation, relationship

large
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS
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Prnposal
A
Cost:
$25,147,000

0

Units

Elderly:

115

Family:

275

TOTAL:

390

"'.

Child play:

9)

Priv. yds:

145

Tot lots:

7

Priv. entr

129

rkng:

230

Walk-up:

B

Cost:

$25,999,400

Elderly:

120

Family:

270
320

TorAL:

Twnhx.'
130
(48% of fam units)
Walk-Upi

Costs

$25,172,260

D
Costs
$35.140.000

Elderlys
Family:
TOTAL:

115
277
392

Elderly:

415/420

Family:

108
415/420

TOTAL:

Apts:
3 Mr(f)

-

(d)

-

-

5 Br(d)
Teen play/
B-Court:

Bra:
150,
104.
156.
121.

2

Tot lots:

6

priv ydsS

149

3 Br(f)

1

(d)

-

B-Court:

Priv entr:

126

5 Brd)

-

Gardens:

8

Pkngs

280

Bras
110, 135.
147. 126

0

Tot lots
128
Twnhse:
(46% of fas units)
B-Court:
Walk-Ups
49
Child plays
Elevator: 215
115 elderly
100 family
Gardens:

4
1
3

Priv yds:
Priv entrs

83

Brf)

-

-

3
5 Br(f)

Pkng.

1.

$29,895,000

Elderlys

122

Fanly:

282
404

TOTAL:

Child play: 14/1. Priv yds: 105-115 3
3
2
Priv entr: 112-124
3
0
Pknq
202-216 4
Gardens,
4

Collective
yards:

F
Costs
$24,985.000

Elderly:

110

Family:

291
401

TOTAL:

100
Child plays
rwnhses
(34% of fata units)
Teen play
alk-Ups
46
(existing)
Elevator: 255
110 elderly
145 family

Gardens:

(elderly
C away
2

Lemolition
2

1

2

Partial demo
2

1340
1825

1
3

Demolition
2 bldq

3

-

Br(hf)
Br(d)

Teen plays

Child play:
118
Twnhae:
(42% of fam units)
Tot lots:
Walk-up:
0
Teen play/
B-Court:
Elevators 286
122 elderly
Cardens:
164 family

3

Demolition
1

Brs:
122. 150, 174.
135, 171, 158,
18

Br(t) Brf ) Br(t) -

Brt:
176,
120,
130,
144.

z

1042
1372
1544

116

-

S Br(t)

Costs

1307
1550
2114

Strts

99. 117.
180.
189,
132, 182

Gardens.

260
Elevator:
120 elderly
140 family

C

0 New

Arv

0

Elevator: 272
115 elderly
157 family

-

Sp.

Bl1d9 Type
Twnh.e:
118
(43% of fam units)

9

3 Br
4 Br
5 Br

132,
154,
187,
156.
160.

1404
1340
1620
1458
1539
1290
1680
1863
140.
170,
182,
138,
161

125

Priv entr:

128

Pkng:

271

Bra:
152. 120, 144,
128, 160, 247

3 Br
4 Br
5 Br

1

2

166
121.
172,
150

1120
1296
1456

Priv yds:

1
Demolition
1

1
Partial demo
3. 4. 5, 8-13

3

0

5
4

Priv yds:

112

Priv entr:

132

Pkng:

260

1334
1308
1675

1 1/2
Demolition

1
3

Brst
121, 110. 125,
120, 131, 126

Partial demo
2

2
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SUMMARY OF UNIT DESIGNS

I _______

3 BR (H)
flat,
1307 sf

Circulation

Entrance

Proposal &
Apartment

I

Circulation bypasses D,K,L, but
if fam was having
guests for dinner
they wld have to
go fr. DA thru
K to get to LA.

LA is off entry
hall & tot. sep.
fr. DA. LA is lg
enough for sev.
arrangements and
has two winds.

Baths, Storage,,
Laundry

Bedrooms

Kitchen

Dining Area

I

I

Entry into
vestibule w
closet dwn
hall at the
corner of LA

'

Living Area

I

The bedrooms
DA is adj. K with K is off entry
pass-thru from K hall. It's big
have the following
dimensions:
to DA. However, enough for sev.
15' X 10'
people & gets inDA is totally
13' X 9'
dir sunlight fr
sep fr K and LA
11' X 9'
It is big enough DA. Laundry &
for a table & for closet are also
the fam. This is here.
a good arrangemeni
but for special
ocassions?

I

There are 12
baths. The
half bath is
nr the K,D,&L
and the full
bath is at the
end of the apt
nr the BRS.
There's a clost
off the main
hall, in the
K, in each BR;
a linen closet
is nr the BRS
and a lg storage area is ixt
to the main bath
The laundry is
in the kitchen

0
3 BR duplei
1550 sf

entry into
vestibule
w closet.

There's a lg
"dead" space betw
the door and the
stairs. This
sp. is 9'X4'.
There'll prob.
be a lot of traffic in this sp.
w people going
upstairs & to LA
fr the DA. On
2nd flor, this
sp is proposed
as a play area.
That eld be
dangerous if stra
toys are left
laying out. On
1st fir. you cros:
this sp to get in
& out of apt too

LA is lg a facili--DA adj K. It is
tates sev arrange 1g enuf for sev
ments. Is is sep peo & is sep fr
LA. DA also has
fr DA tot & has
2 winds. This rm
3 winds. It is
is also off main
also off main
circ path. How- circ path, but
can see actions
ever, visually
in hallway sep it
peo sitting in
fr LR
this room can
prob see everything. Good or
Bad?

K is a little sm. The bedrooms have There are 2 bath
None are on 1st
the following
3 people cld
fir & 1 is on
dimensions:
work in it bu
each of the
18' X 10'
comfortably? No
upper flrs.
18' X 10'
room for a table
9' X 11.5'
there's a lot of
Hall closet on
counter space. K There is one lg
1st fir, linen
has a wind. A-pas BR on 2nd flr
thru allows acces :along w an activi- closet on 2nd
to DA. Pass-thru ty area, greenhse fir nxt to bath,
lg storage aea
wind, & deck. I
makes for a bit
of traffic in DA. got the sense thiE on 3rd flr betw
BR was for adults BRs, & each BR
has a closet.
but why wld they
need an activity
Laundry on 2nd
area? To watch
fir in sep rm,
the kids while
nxt to the linen
doing the wash?
closet that sep
it fr bath.

-4

Proposal &

Entrance

Circulation

Living Area

Dining Area

Kitchen

Bedrooms

Baths, Storage,

Laundry

Apartment

Entra. into 3irculation poor,
vestibule w or rather, uncloset fr. structured. There
:5 BR Duplex raised patic are few walls
2114 sf

Not decidedly def Adj. K. DA opens
by walls, It's into K & is sep
sep fr DA via its fr LA by its lolocation at other cation. It has 1

K is lg enough for The bedrooms have

No bath on 1st

sev peo.

flr, but one
on ground fir &

It re-

the following

dimensions:
12' X 13'
dividing off areas side of apt, nxt
13.5' X 14'
on 1st fCr. You
to entr closet.
13' X 14'
12' X 11'
circ path. A lot laundry, & LA by
walk into apt & It has 2 winds.
11' X 11'
a wall. There's
LR is directly to It's not entirely of traffic goes

your rt. You
cross all thru
the areas to get
to stairs, laundr
K, & DA. Once
again, there's a
'"dead" space in
front of the int.
stairs. You have
to go thru this

sp to K,D,L,
laundry, and stair
Also laundry is
behind K wall &
internal stairs
so you have to go
up and dwn stairs
!to get. to laundryroom on lst flr
behind stairs.

I

ceives indir.
light fr. winds
in LA & DA. It's
wind. It is not
entirely off main sep fr stairs,

off main circ.
path, but rather
on the side of a
buzz of activity
I& traffiu.

a closet & ctrs.
past the DA &
possibly into it
since K is reached
fr opening to DA.

on 2nd flr where
BRs are.

Baths

are off int.

. -

stair & around
corner.

There are 2 BRs on
1 closet on 1st
the ground flr
across ftr & adja- fir., a onlinen
g'ound
closet
cent to unfinished
& 2nd flrs, unstorage area. 3 BR:
finished stcrage
on 2nd flr.' Each
on ground fir,
8R is accessed
& closets in
easily off stairs. each bedroom.

Laundry is in
obscure bcation
on 1st flr
behind int stair

00

proposal &
partment

LD

BR (H) flat

Entrance

I

Circulation

11'

irc. bypasses
Entrance
into vest w -,,D. K to BR but
I & D are comb &
closet.
{ isn't eat-in,

!O42 sf'

Comb. L & D.

Thif Off main circ.

room has 2 winds.' artery. Its comb
& is struc so that w L.' There's no
pass-thru or ctr
you can't move

araffic

Also

main circ. artery, there is a wall
betw the two. You
can't move the
furn. around
much.

is always
pouring past K.
Phe sole bath is
'irBRS, but facing
:iall off which L
is located. The
bath could have
been turned around
for more privacy. 1

Circ. is only Air
& go down a There is no 3rd
14' hall off wall struc LR,
which there 'hence, you can
is a coat
walk rt into it, &
closet.
in fact, it isn't
completely off
main circ path.
This is a prime
prob. D & K relate
to one another well
w circ betw them
good.

You enter

1372 sf

t

K is big enough
for sev but K
opens dir into

hall which means

Sep fr D. Has 1
wind & 2 walls
It is a
def it.
bit touched by
traffic. Can
arrange a couple
of ways, but not
a lot. In fact,
its kind of smabt. 10.5' X
10.5'

fined.

Baths, Storage
Laundry

-I

fence, if you eat furn around a lot linking D w K, but that a lot of K
D is adj K altho odors aren't conln D you have traf The L/D is off

Cic in L.

3 BR duplex

Bedrooms

Kitchen

Dining Area

Living Area

The bedrooms have
'the following

There is 1
bath.

dimensions:

14' X 10.5'
14' X 9'
14' X 10.5'

It is

adj DR but sep
fr it by walls.
K has no wind or
closet

There are 2
hall closets,
1 in the entr

& 1 in the BR
area. Each
BR has a
closet
The laundry
is located
in the entr
vest, rt by.
the door.

Sep fr L, adj K.
DA has 2 walls &
is accessed fr K
by pass-thru. DA
is just lg enough
for a table
seating six. Circ,
bypasses DA, but
the traffic upstairs may be
annoying.

K has no winds. & Each BR has a
receives no indir wind & closet.
The bedrooms have
sunlight. It's
sep fr D & L but the following
dimensions:,
adj to D. It's
lg enough for
10.5' X 10.5'
14' X 10.5'
sev.
14' X 10.5'

There is a
bath on the
1st flr nr LR
& a sm full
bath on the
2nd f1r.
There are 2
closets on lsl

f1r, 1 hall
closet on 2nd
f1r, & each
BR has a
closet.
Laundry is in
entr. hall.

troposal &
4partment

BR duplex

l544 sf

Entrance

Circulation

Living Area

Cire is poor. Althc LA is really one
circ bypasses D& 1<
big irregularly
you have to go thru shaped room. It's
LR to get to bath sep fr D, but LA
side stairs. & laundry.
has no struc or
Enter into
an open sp
w no closet
fr the out-

form.

Is sep fr L & adj
K. Da is reached
via K pass-thru.
It has 1 wind &

is lg enough for
Also circ. a table.

to laundry goes
thru rm to bath
where laundry is.j

Bedrodms

Kitchen

Dining Area

K has no winds &
receives no indir
sunlight. It's
sep ftrD & L but
is adj D. It is
lg enough for
sev & is sep rm
unto itself

Baths, Storage
Laundry

Each BR has a wind There are 2
baths. There

& closet. The

bedrooms have the is no bath
on the 3rd fir
following dimen where 5th BR
is. There
is one bath
on 1st & one
on 2nd fir.

sions or area:

135
10.5'
10.5'
10.5'
10.5'

sq. ft.
X 10.5'
X 14'
X 14'
X 10.5'

There's a hall
closet on 2nd
f1r, none in
the entry, &
one in each
BR.
Laundry is in

1st fir's
full baLh.

0

enter into
hall w closet off to
3 BR triple.,rt &int
stair off t
1340 sf
left

ICirc

ok. Int stair LA sep fr DR,has
1 wind, 1 closet.
limits contat w
Is off main circ
1st fl-r D/K/L &
sys & i a 'kood"
circ bypasses
size 11 X 138 &
D/K/L if necexary allows for a number of furn
arrangements.
up prevents or

DR sep fr LA,

across fr K, has
1 wind & is big
enough for a
table.

K has no winds.
or indir sunlght
It's big erough
for several, has
a closet,

is a-i

cross fr DR, hasl
no sp for a tabl(
or eating ctr,
& pass-thru
allows access to

Each BR has a
closet and a
wind. The bed om
have the foiowin
dimensions:

100 X 123
106 X 150
6
130 X 14

No baths are
located on
the first

flr. 1 bath
2nd and k

bath on 3rd
firs. Baths
are located
nr the top

of the stairs

DR.
3 closets on

1st f1r, 1
hall closet
on 3rd f1r, &
each BR has
1 lg closet
w 1 BR having
2 sm closets

- Laundry

on 2nd
rlr nxt to bath'

(J~

0

Proposal &
partment
I

-

- Circulation

Entrance
4-.------

i

Dining Area

Living Area

-1

-

Kitchen

I

Bedrooms

Baths, Storage
Laundry

Bedrooms are big
enough for play
& work. Each BR
also has a wind.
The bedrooms have
the following dimensions:

There are 2
baths, one
on the 2nd &
3rd f1rs.

-t

Enter into iCrc. bypasses LR, LA sep fr DR, has DA is sep fr LR,
Adj DR but sep
a hall *iich can bypass DR,
bay wind & a "reg adj K, has 1 wind, f'r it. It is open
leads to a but cuts thru K
ular" square wind & 1 closet. Circ & can be accessed
by pass-thru
&/or DR to get to Circ bypasses & can go thru this
vest. w a
BR triplex closet
which leads to
front door. Entr. there's a closet rm to a 2nd door
1825 sq ft
or to the LR. Thic. DR or LR. It has
and int stairs off located in the
no winds & is lg
cld by useful
nain circ rte.
LA also. The
when entertaining enough for severa]
However, you have rm is 113 X 169
to cut thru K or
or it could mean
that there's a
DR to get to LR.
If you go thru DR
lot of traffic
you can bypass
thru the DA
in activity area

10 X 123
10 X 150
12 X 146
116 X 124
10 X 163

Each BR has a
closet, all
of which are
rather large.
Instead of
one lg closet
1 BR has 2
small closets
The laundry I
on the 2nd fl
nxt to the
bath

entry into
lvest
w

circ. bypasses
L,D,K, BR

3 BR (H)
flat- 1404
sq ft

entry into
3 BR duplex
1340 sq ft

vest w
closet

circ bypasses L,
D, K

sep fr. DA w door Sep fr LR & K w a
that closes it
door that can
close rm off. Adj
off
K but wall joins
2

sep fr DA, off
entr hall w winds
& access to balcony

Adj K, sep fr LA
off circ path,
except that it
has access to

Ig

enough for
sev. There are
winds & a closet
K is sep fr L/D

Bedrooms have the
following dimensions:
11 X 1 4
11.5 X 14
11.5 X 14

Sep fr DA. Wall

Bedrooms have the 2 Baths, one
following dimenon Ist flr

seps the 2. It's

a little tight
sions:
for 3. A wind is
12 X 11
balcony &this cl< in this rm also
17 X 10
cause traffic.
11 X 11
There's a wall

betw DA & K

.

l baths,
closets in
& laundry Is
located in
full bath

& the other
on the 2nd
flr. There's
a closet in
every BR.
Location of
laundry unknown.

N)

-roposal &
partment

Entrance

Entr. into
vest w
13BR duplex
1620 sf

-

Circulation

Int stairs bypass D,L,K. Circ
into K infringes
on DR a little &
traffic to balcony could Infringe

Living Area

Dining -Area

Kitchen

Bedrooms

Iaundry

Sep fr DA. Bay
wind. Door to
close rm off
Fn is off circ
path to a Ig extent.

Across fr K, sep
fr LR, tho as a
D/Family Room,
its a sort of comb
D/L. Access to
balcony.

Across fr DR, pu- Bedrooms have the
man style K open- following dimensions:
ing into DA. K
12 X 14
has winds.
13 X 12
12 X 11.5

No circ into DR
Bay wind off entr
or LR Int. stair-, Door shuts rmoff
bypass all rms.
Sep fr DA. Off

0

4 BR (H)
flat
1539 sf

Adj K w terrace
Closet off DA.
Sep fr LR

Ig enough for

Adj K. Sep fr LA

Ig enough for

Has access to

sev. Has a wind. following dimenAdj DA. Ctr betw sions:
K &D .
11 X 16

circ rte.

3 BR triplex
1458 sf

Entr into
vest w

closet.

Circ. bypasses
L,D,K,BR .

2 Baths, one
on 1st fir
nr rr door
and the second on the
2nd f1r.
Each bedroom
has a closet.
Location of
laundry is
unknown.

on DR

Entr into
vest w
closet.

Baths, Storage

At end of apt.
Sep fr. DA. Has
a bay wind.

patio & has a
door which' can

close it off,

Bedrooms have the -2 baths, one
sev people. Pass- 'following dimenon flr 2 & on
thru to DA. Wind sions:
flr 3. Closet;
16.5' X 11''
in BRs & in
and closet in K.
extra rom on
17' X 11'
2nd f1r w
One bedroom is
washer &dryer
172 square feet.
& linen closet
laundry is
located in
"extra" rm on
2nd f1r.

Bedrooms have the

9 X 16
10 x 16
10 X 14.

2 Baths. Each
bedrooms has
a closet.
laundry out-

side bath.

Proposb.

&

Entrance

Circulation

Dining Area

Living Area

Baths, Storage

Bedrooms

Kitchen

Laundry

Apartment
4

D-

Entr into
vest w

closet
,4 BR triplex
1290 sq.ft

I

Path to internal Has a bay wind.
stairs goes past Sep fr DR.
K,D,L but doesn't
infringe.

I

I

Sep fr. LR. Adj
K. Has wind.

LR. Pull-man Each BR has a
closet. The
style K. Has a
bedrooms have the
wind, ctr sp,
& a broom closet. following dimenAdj.

The K might be a
little small for
sev peo to work

comfortably.

Entr into

Circ bypasses

DR, LR, K. Int
4 BR triplex vest w/o
stairs also by1680 sq ft a closet.
RR entr not pass these rms.
significant
ly dif fr
front entr.

LA ia at rr of
unit.

It

has

DA sep fr LR &
adj K.

access to a terrace. It has a-

sions:

14 X 10
14 X 10

15 X 10
14 X 10

Pass-thru to DA
The bedrooms are
accesses K to D. the following

K has sunlight.
Pm is big enough
for sev peo.

door to close it
off & is sep fr
DA.

I

sizes:
110
150
175
195

Each bedroom
has a closet
& a hall
closet is

located on the
3rd flr.
There are 2
baths - 1 on
the 2nd flr
& 1 on the
3rd flr.
Laundry is
located in
2nd flr hall.

2 baths 1 on 2nd &

3rd firs.
sf
sf
sf
sf

Linen closet
on 2nd & 3rd
flrs. Each
BR has a
closet.

The laundry
is in the

2nd fir bath.
Entr into
vest w a
closet. RR
triplex
5 BR
1863 sq ft entr not
significantly dif

fr front
entr.

Int stairs &circ LA 1h off hall
bypass L,D,K

across fr K. The
L is-sep fr DR.
L has access to
terrace and a
wind.

DR adj K; & sep
fr LR, Pass-thru
to K. D has a
wind. It cld be
a little ciowded
betw K & DA

K is lg enough
for sev. It has
a wind, closet,
& pass-thru to
DA.

Bedrooms have the
following dimensions:
10' X 12'
10' X 12'
10' X 12'
10' X 12'
11' X 10'

(-~)

IA

>rposal &
Apartment

3 BR
Townhouse
1120 sq ft

Entrance

Stairs to
raised patic
lead to entr
The entr is
into a hall

wa

closet

Circulation

You have to go
thru unit, past
D,K, & L to get
to stairs at rear

Living Area

Dining Area

LA is next to DA. Adj K w pass-thru
There's no parti-if'r K-to DA.
tion div LA fr DA
& sp is really

leading to upstair comb L/DA. This
bedrooms.
isn't allowed.
This area has a
wind w a view
of the rr patio

Kitchen

Bedrooms

K adj DA. It is There is a single
lg enough for a
BR off 2nd fir
table and sev peo landing. It is the
K has a wind look--width of the unit.
This BR has 2
ing onto patio
& a broom closet. closets & a priThe K has 2 entr- vate bath. The
one off entry hall other BRs are off
and 1 fr the DA a long hall the

4 BR
Townhouse
1296 sq ft

You have to go
thru unit, past
D,K, & L to get

1 space for LA &
DA. There's no
DA. DA adj to K
partition div LA w pass-thru fr
1 space for LA &

to stairs at reai fr DA. Wind in
LA w a view of
leading to up rr patio.
stairs bedrooms.

There's a h

bath on the
1st flr &
full baths on

the 2nd & 3rd
firs.

There are
closets on
length of the unit each flr &
in each BR
BRs are on the
In addition,
extremt ends of
there is
the unit. The
bedrooms have the basement
storage.
following dimensions:
The laundry
9.5' X 16'
12' X 10'
is located in

16' X 9'

Stairs to
raised pati
lead to ent
The entr is
into a hall
w a closet

Baths, Storage
Laundry

K to DA.

K has 2 entrs. 1 There are 2 BRs
off hall & 1 fr on each f1r.
DA. The K is lg
enough for sev

peo & a table.
K has a wind.

Each has a closet
The bedrooms have
the following
dimensions:

10' X
13' X
13.5'
10' X

12'
19'
X 9.5'
12'

the basement.

There's a k

bath on 1st
flr & full
baths on the

2nd & 3rd flr
There are

closets on
each flr &
in each BR.
In addition,
there is
basement
storage.
The laundry
is located
in the basement.

-Is

Proposal &
partment

Entrance

Stairs to
raised ptio
lead to ertr
The entr is
5 BR
Townhouse
into a hall
1456 sq flw a closet

Circulation

You have to go
thru unit, past
D,K, & L to get
to stairs at rear
leading to upstairs bedrooms

Living Area

1 space for LA &
DA. There's no
partition div -LA
fr DA. Wind in
LA w a view of'
rr patio

Dining Area

1 space for LA &
DA.
DA adj to K
w pass-thru fr

K to DA.

Kitchen

Bedroors

K has 2 entrs. 1 There are 3 BRs or
off hall & 1 fr
2nd fir and two
DA. The K is lg
on the 3rd fir.
enough for sev
Each has a wind.
peo & a table.
The bedrooms have
K has a wind.
the following
dimensions:
16' X 10'
13' X 19'
13.5' X 9.5'
10' X 12'
10' X 12'

Baths, Storage
Laundry

There's a

bath on 1st
flr & full
baths on the

2nd & 3rd firs
There are
closets on
each fir &
in each BR.
In addition,
there is
basement
storage.
The laundry
is located

in the basement.

Entr onto a* Circ bypasses D,
landing vestj K, L.'As soon as
Fr the vest, you hit the int
landing you can
stairs Jead
take the int.
up to a
3 BR
stairt to theBRs
closet.
townhouse
upstairs. .
13 34 sq ft

0

DA has a door
K's adj DA w ctr
which can close tb sp sep the 2 at
fr K & DA. It's off. It has lwind one point. Kgets
& is adj K. It's indir sunlight fr
also off main
fairly 1g.
LA and is'large,
circ path.
The LA is lg w 2
winds. It's sep

Each BR has a
wind & therg's a
terrace on the
3rd fir. The BRs
have the following
dimensions:
enough for sev.
11' X 11'
It is off hall to
11' X 10'
LR.
11' X 10'

There are no
baths on the
1st fir; and

1 bath at
the top of
the 2nd & 3rd
firs.
There's a

coat closet
on the 1st fir

along w a
storage closet
There is a
hall linen
as well as BR
closets on
the 2nd & 3rd
firs.
The laundry is

in te tasement

U1

Proposal &

Dining Area

Living Area

Circulation

Entrance

Kitchen

Bedrooms

I

4 BR Townhouse
1308 sq

5 BR
Townhouse
1675 sq ft

t _ -- _

Enter onto
a landing
vest. Fr
the vest,
stairs lead
up to a
closet

You enter
into a
little vest
betw the DR
& LR walls
You pass
LR door/
pass-thru
to hall
closet

Baths, Storage
Laundry

Apartment
4- - -iit

I_

Circ is very
"clean". You
either go up to
the living area
or up to the
BRs. The LA is
bypassed by main
traffic & the
K is rt nxt to
the DR so you
are limited in
your choices; th(
rms are very
connected in
terms of how
they relate to
one another.
All circ passes
by LR & K.

The DA is sep fr
The LA is lg w
the K & LR. How1 wind. It is
ever, there is a
off the entr's
ctr in the K
2nd landing, but
the walls defin- that allows food

Each rm on 1st
flr is sep &

LA has a pass-

main hall bypasses K,D,L
but since there
is no eat-in K,
there's a lot of
traffic betw
K & DR.

ing the LA
prevent circ fr

intruding upon
the LA. LR is
sep fr DA

to
DA
is
by

be passed thrL,
has 1 wind &
not invaded
foot traffic

K is lg enough
for sev. It has
a wind. It is
sep fr other
rms & hasn't

Each bedroan
has a window.
The BRs have the
following dimensions:

enough space

10' X 12.5'

for a table
(altho there's

10' X 12'
12.5' X 10'
12.5' X 10'

a ctr)

The DA is fairly
1g. The DA also
has a swinging
door that can
close the rm

off.

There is no
bath on the
1st flr, but

there is one
on the 2nd
& 3rd flrs.
There is a
closet on the
1st flr.; &
there is a
closet in
each BR.
The laundry
is located
in the basement.
os'

LR seems able to

DA is sep fr K
& LA. It's not
adj K but is sep

K is lg enough
for sev, receives no natur-

Each BR has a
window. The BRs
have the follow-

accomodate a

fr

al light, is
sep fr D & L,
& is not big
enough to be an
eat-in K.

ing dimensions:

thru door. The

number of furn.
arrangements.
LA is sep fr DA
& has 3 winds.

K by a set of
stairs. Since
there's no eatin K, there'll
be a lot of traffic betw K & D.
DA is lg enough
for the apt, can
be closed off,
is across fr LR,
& has 1 wind.

12.5' X 10.9
12' X 10'
10.5' X 11.9
10.5' X 12.5'
12' X 10.5'

There is no
bath on the
1st fir, but
there is one
on the 2nd
& 3rd flrs.

There is a
broom closet
& a coat
closet on the
1st flr;
a linen closet
on the 2nd &

3rd firs; and
a closet in
each BR.

The laundry
IS located in
the basement.
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